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Messrs. Willett & Grav in their Weekly Statistical. datec1 June
25 anel J ttl)' 2, report as 'follows:
June 25, 1908--
As forecast in our market report last week, the week under re-
view developed a weakening tendency resulting in a compara-
tively large business at 1/16c. per lb. decline to 434c. per lb. for
96° test basis. At this price buyers took all offerings and are still
in the market for more sugar, showing that for the time at least
the decline is checked, and the market is likely to hold steady
under the influence of an increased demand for refined which is
likely to· come in the near future, but only after a possible reduc-
tion in refined quotations, temporarily.
The difference in parity between old crop cane and new crop
beet is now 13c. per 100 pounds, against 17c. per 100 pounds last
week. Arrivals were unusually large again, sugar coming in
from all quarters 'of the sugar world indicating a visible supply
on Sept. 1st larger than anticipated.
This change in forecast is necessary from the fact that the con-
sumers in both the United States and United Kingdom are draw-
ing largely on the so-called invisible stocks and a continuation of
this policy will not show in statistics for the year the usual normal
increase of consumption.
Receipts for the week ,vere 47,634 tons, meltings 43,000 tons.
Total stocks in the United States and Cuba together 438,362 tons,
against 417,728 tons last week and 677,878 last year.
Regarding crops, our domestic beet crop sowings are increased
4-46 per cent. over last year, indicating an increase of 14,800 tons
in the beet sugar crop, as shown in our special· reports of this
week. The prospects of the crop have improved recently and now
look favorable.
The growing crops of Louisiana, Cuba, Porto Rico, Brazil and
Demerara are all reported on the improving side, also the
European beet crops continues favorable, as carefully watched
and reported by Mr. F. O. Licht.
The two steamer cargoes (10,000 tons) beet sugar reported last
week as loading at Hamburg, unsold, have been ordered to the
River Tyne, England, for orders.
Nothing new is said about the influence of the Russian crop
exports, such influence being already well discounted.
The market closes steady and firm at 4.25c. per pound 96° test
Centrifugals, and I IS. o;X;cl. for old crop beets ,the parity of
4.33c. for Centrifugals, and lOS. 0~4d. for new crop (October-
December) beet, the parity of 4.12C. for Centrifugals.
July 2, 1908--
The reaction which took place, as noticed last week, proved to
be the needed stimulus which the market required to put itself on
the former level of prosperity.
Following the reaction, all markets turned strong and give
promise of continued strength for some time to come. Europc is
helped out of its inactivity by a rcnewed American demand, which
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THE FUTURE OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRATION TO HAWAII. Con-
gressional legislation permitting- the bringing in, by the Terri-
torial Board of Immigration, of European immigrants having
failed, the question which naturally suggests itself is what can
took one of the steamer cargoes of beet afloat (noted as unsold
last week) at lIS. 4.%d. c. 1. i., the parity of 4.2&. landed for
Centrifugals, the buyers being the Federal refinery, followed by
purchases of at least 25,000 tons beet-root sugar by other refiners
for shipment, at equal to 4.31C. duty paid for 96° test Ce11'trifugals.
Intermediate purchases during the week of Porto Rico Cen-
trifugals (96° test) at 4.31C. and Cubas at 2 15/16c. c. & f., 95°
test, equal to 4.33c. landed for 96° test, put the market agajn on a
firm basis at .08c. advance for the week, with buyers at 1/32C.
further advance and holders asking still higher prices.
Crop news is favorable from all countries by our reports, al-
though other reports of European beet crops modify the favorable
condition a little by fears of drought.
European markets declined to lOS. 9%d. for beet, but quickly
reacted, recovering more than was lost and closing- at lIS. 5y,j:d.
for July, being the parity of 4-42C. for Centrifugals, with new
crop at lOS. 3%d. for October-December delivery, the parity of
Centrifugals at 4.18c.
Cane sugars advanced 4.%d. on the London market.
No recent business is reported in Javas, which may be more
scarce for early arrivals than anticipated. It is said that three
cargoes are being shipped to Egypt and that a cargo now loading
at Java is on fire.
Figures, just obtainable, showing- the distribution of the do-
mestic beet sugar crop, together with the statistics of the Ameri-
can seaports, enable us to publish this week the details of con-
sumption of sugar in the United States for the first six months of
this year, which has proved to be unexpectedly large, being
1,586,889 tons, an increase of II2,595 tons or 7.63 per cent. over
the consumption for the same time last year. 'With the greater
part of the domestic sugar crops disposed of and the fruit crop
reports being unusually favorable, the indications point to heavy
demand for the product of the seaboard refineries during the re-
mainder of the year, even if the actual consumption meanwhile
should possibly show a slight falling off.
At the close the market is firm, with principal buyers showing
resistance to further advance at the moment, but with sales to
'Varner of Porto Rico Centrifugals afloat at 4.39c.
IJ
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legally be done by the Government, or the sugar interests, toward
obtaining desirable white immigrants.
In discussing the question of immigration of Europeans, neces-
sarily, under the present condition of agricultural development of
these islands, one refers to such people as are fitted for, and will
work on the sugar plantations. There is no escaping the fact
that there is very little opportunity for employment of any num-
ber of unskilled laborers other than on the plantations.
There are three lines of activity which suggest themselves.
Acting upon the suggestion of the Federal Bureau of Immigra-
tion, the local Board of Immigration is perfecting its plans to en-
deavor to obtain Europeans fr0111 Ellis Island. An office will be
established there in charge of a man alive to the situation, and
who having the opportunity of personal investigation, will be
thoroughly familiar with the local problems involved.
There are seemingly great difficulties to surmount in this un-
dertaking. The matter of persuading a desirable class of people
to come, the question of transportation, are both problems which
will require considerable skill to work out. It will not be feasible
to send an occasional family of immigrants 9n the long journey
from New York to Honolulu, and unless considerable numbers
can be obtained the scheme will not be successful. But the effort
is being made in earnest and no points are being overlooked.
Should this fail, there are t\VO courses left. The' first is to be-
gin an endeavor to influence Congressional action so that the
Board of Immigration will be permitted to bring people here with
funds supplied by subscription £rom private sources. The bill
before the last Congress having this end in view met with over-
whelming defeat, but the opposition on the part of some of the
Congressmen was principally due to a lack of information, and
it may be that more favorable consideration will be given to the
measure at the December session.
Should this course prove futile, and the general immigration
law remain as it no\\' stands. the only other relief is through the
Hawaiian legislature. States and Territories are permitted by
the Federal law to solicit immigration and pay the transportation
of immigrants by the use of public funds. In our own instance
no funds for this purpo,;e are available. nor at the pre:;cnt rate of
taxation could any largc amount be appropriated for this pur-
posc. It would mean an increase of taxation. or a ,;pecial tax
upon the sugar interests. :\n increase in the rate of general taxa-
tion would be viewed \\·ith great dis£avor. and spccial taxation
would. of course, be undesirable from many standpoints. but un-
cler all the circumstances might be the only course left to follow.
Yt is time for those who will bear the burdens to put on their
thinking caps and decide whether European immigration is to he
resumed. and along what lines the efforts are· to be made to
that end.
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MACHINE FOR CUTTING SUGAR CANE TRASH. A machine for cut-
ting sugar cane trash on the fields in order that it may be plowed
under as fertilizer has been recently invented by William J. Kent
of New York. The specifications which he has filed in the Patent
office give the following information in regard to his invention:
This invention aims to provide a practical apparatus, which in
moving through a sugar cane field after the canes have been cut
and removed, will pick up from the ground the tangled mass of
leaves and cane tops called "trash," lift to a cutter, and cut them
into small pieces which are dropped back on the ground so that
they may be plowed under as a fertilizer. Some efforts have
been made to devise machines for this purpose, but heretofore, so
far as I am aware no machine has been produced which is capable
of successfuIly picking up this material from the ground and feed-
ing it to a cutter. The fertilizing value of the trash, if success-
fully reduced to a condition which will admit of plowing, and
which before plowing will not obstruct the percolation of rain into
the soil, is very great. It is nevertheless the general, and as I
believe, the invariable practice to burn this refuse as soon as it
has become sufficiently dry, a process which is attended with the
disadvantage of losing the entire value of the nitrogenous con-
stituents of the trash as a fertilizer, and of injuring the cane roots,
so as to impair their capacity to send up new shoots the foIlowing
season.
According to my invention I mount upon a suitable constructed
vehicle a revolving rake at the front thereof, which turns back-
wardly so as to sweep the ground in rearward direction, whereby
to pick up and disentangle the trash, and sweep or throw it onto
a conveyer in rear of said rake by which the material is carried
rearwardly and elevated sufficiently to bring it to the feeding
and cutting mechanism; the feeding device consists of a pair of
rolls between which the layer of trash enters and by which it is
squeezed, compacted and crushed, and fed regularly to a revolv-
ing" cutter, the blades of which, by acting against a fixed blade,
shear or chop the material into fine pieces. As the cutter blades
are disposed transversely to the path of movement of the ma-
terial, it is important that the material shall be so presented as to
enter between the roIlers in endwise or longitudinal manner, in
order that the leaves and stalks of canes may be cut or chopped
off transversely, rather than longitudinally. It is to the attain-
ing of this result that my invention is especiaIly directed, it being
found that in prior attempts the trash would, in the act of picking
it up, be presented transversely to its movement, except to the
extent that the tangled mass was not materiaIly rearranged, and
hence the cutting would be largely ineffective. To this end the
revolving rake is especially constructed so as to have the novel
function of straightening out and turning endwise the leaves
and cane tops in the act of transferring them from the ground
to the conveyer.
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STRIPPING TESTS AT HAKALAU PLANTATION. Mr. Eckart must
feel particularly gratified with the results of stripping tests con-
ducted at the Hakalau Plantation, which "though not definitely
settling the question of stripping in the Hilo District, would seem
to demonstrate that even in the wet districts stripping is not, as
has always been urged, an absolutely essential element in the culti-
vation of sugar cane.
Conceding that Mr. Kent's machine is capable of doing all that
he claims, it is a question whether it is desirable to plow the trash
into the soil. It is true that a great deal of fertilizing material is
lost in burning the trash; but under the conditions that exist
here there are great advantages in burning' off the fields after har-
vesting. The burning of the trash kills vast numbers of cane
borers, and other insect pests, which live not alone in the trash
that would be cut up by such a machine as Mr. Kent's, but also
in the dead canes; this burning has proved to be one of the best
methods of keeping the Dorer under partial control. So beneficial
is the burning of the fields, that some of the plantations have g'one
a step further, and abolishing stripping, burn the fields before
harvesting, with a saving of the cost of stripping, and enabling
the plantation to do the harvesting at less expense, and further-
more almost largely ridding the fields of the borer.
In those districts where root, rind and leaf diseases are preva-
lent, the burning' of the fields is a distinct advantage, and the
fertilizing value of the trash would hardly be equal to the losses
which would follow from plowing back into the soil the infected
material.
_ER
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CUBAN SUGAR PLANTATIONS. Consul-General James L. Rod-
gers, writing from Habana, makes the following report on the
control and output of sugar plantations in Cuba:
The latest statement as to the ownership of Cuban sugar plan-
tations, meaning those which are producing sugar and 110t cane
alone, assigns 36 to Americans, 76 to Europeans, and 74 to
Cubans, a net gain of 3 plantations over 19°7, the gains showing
5 to A'mericans and 4 to Cubans, while the Europeans lost 6.
Whatever may be the ownership no one has as yet been able to
put an accurate valuation on the plants, this being due principally
to the varying quantities of land possessed by the companies pro-
ducing sugar. In some of the old "centrals" and "ingenios" there
is vested proprietorship over large tracts, and while only a small
portion of the land may be planted, the whole of it may be in-
cluded in the assets. Thus the estimate of values mav well run
from $50,000,000 to many hundred million dollars. -
Assuming that the ownership is as stated, it can be seen that
the foreign holdings in Cuban sugar plants are now over 60 per
cent. of the whole and presumably with a much greater propor-
tionate value, since the American mills especially are of the most
-,
BRITISH L,nOUR o~ QCEEKSL:\ND SUCAR F.\IC\IS. Last
autumn a considerable number of lahourers from Great Britain
were sent by the Queensland Government under agreement to
work in the sugar-growing industry, a minimum wage of 25s per
week and all found heing guaranteed to them. A number of
labourers from various European countries were also sent out,
and writing recently to a correspondent the manager of one of
the leading sugar companies states: "The British labotlt"ers have
so far proved their general superiority to the men from the Conti-
modern and efficient construction, while many of the mills credited
to Cubans are of obsolete type and barely able to produce sugar
at even a high cost. The European mills generally occupy the
middle ground as far as value is concerned.
As to production on the basis of the 1907 output which repre-
sented the maximum of endeavor, the American mills produced
30 per cent. of the total, the Cuban 35, and the European 35. As
the number of American mills is given at only about one-half of
the Cuban and European number, the size and efficiency can be
easily perceived. Furthermore, the statistics of 1908 will un-
doubtedly show that the prpduction from the American mills wiII
be greater than either of the others.
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ASIATIC SUGAR TRADE. American sugar merchants have made
immense purchases of Java crude sugar, London merchants fol-·
lowing a similar course. This has forced up the market for Java
sugar from 6.10 to 6.60 yen per picul ($3.04 to $3.29 per 13331
pounds). The activity shown by the American merchants is due
to the revival of trade in the United States and the failure of the
sugar cane crops in Cuba, the latter showing a decrease of about
30 per cent. on the figures for a normal year, which amounted
to 1,3°0,000 tons. Over 7°0,000 tons out of I AOO,OOO tons of the
total production in Java have been contracted for by American
and British merchants, and the sugar market this year will be
greatly affected. The stock of Java crude sugar in Japan is not
more tha\1 40,000 tons, which, added to the new sugar purchased
for forward delivery by the Japan Sugar Refining Company,
shows a total not much exceeding 52,000 tons. This is not re-
garded as sufficient to last for more than three months, so far as
the operations of the Japan, Yokohama and Kobe sugar refinery
companies are concerned.
i
Consul-General \ViIIiam H. Michael, of Calcutta, reports that
notwithstanding a home production of 2,076,250 tons of cane
sllgar, India imported 9,73°,713 hundredweight of sugar, valued
at $27,276,092, in the fiscal year ended March 3 I, ]907. Of the
imports, 5,926,879 hundredweight were cane sugar, and 3,8°3,834
hundredweight beet sugar, the latter being imports from Austria-
Hungary, Germany, the United Kingdom, etc.
._.: \~. .... '., .. ". " ~ .' :' . : ..... ;: . ~
nent for the trying work of cane harvesting; but, of course, we
have yet to ascertain if they will keep their good record during
the wet season, which is now in progress. * * '" The earn-
ings of the majority of the immigrants during the past crushing
season were probably twice as great as the 25s per week and found
minimum that was promised in the agreements."-Glasgow
Herald.
JAl'A~ESE LABORERS IN CHILE. Certain of the Chilean ne"vs-
papers, some of them of the greatest influence, have begun a cam-
paign. against the importation of JapaIlese laborers, who are being
taken into the country to work in the nitrate industry. It is
claimed by these journals in Chile, as in other countries, the
Japanese laborer is a menace to the native workmen at the low
prices at which he is willing to work.
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FEWER CUBAN IMMIGRANTS. A decrease of 23,000 in the num-
ber of immigrants to Cuba last year as compared with the number
arriving in 1905-06, is shown by a report issued by the immigra-
tion bureau of the Hacienda. During the last fiscal year there
arrived in Cuba from foreign countries 29,572 immigrants, and
in the fiscal year of 1905 and 1906 there arrived here 52,652 immi-
grants.
It was noticeable that the chief falling off was in the number
from Spain. The decrease was 22,494, constituting almost the en-
tire number. There is also a difference of 675 in the number arriv-
l11g from North America.
This is explained by the strict enforcement of old laws in Spain
. in order to prevent the emigration of large numbers of laborers.
Had it not been for this action on the part of the Spanish officials
the number of immigrants to Cuba from Spain would have been
greatly increased on account of the great amount of public work
in progress on the island, which caused a demand for Spanish
labor at good wages,
The number of immigrants and their nationality, is as follows:
Cermans, 80; North Americans, 1,709; South Americans, 143;
Antilles, 953; Arabians, 182; A!rmenians, 1 ; Austro-Hungarians,
36; Belgians, 13; Chinese, 8; Dominicans, 3; Scandinavians, 100;
Scotch, IO; Spanish, 22,178; French, 281 ; Greeks, '81 ; Hollanders,
2S: East Indians. 26; English, 2,044; Italians, 215; Japanese, 4;
Mexicans, 132; Persians, 2; Portuguese, 26; Porto Ricans, 71;
Russians, 9; Syrians. 294; Swiss, 13; Turks, 264; and other na-
tionalities, 20,
Of the total number of 29,572, 23,831 were' men and 5,741
women. Of this lltullber 23,685 were able to read and write and
20.373 had occupations.-Havana Post, May 26.
* Han,1 1;0('1, tell (liellRte van ,le Snikerriet Cultur en de Riet-Suiker
Fahrieaj<' 01' .1:lYa. Del'll;l <lee1. Dc fabricatic van Ruiker int Suiker·
J'ipt op .lava: Door H. C. Pl'illRen GcerligR. pp. XXIV-449-XX.
.-\lIlRtertlam-.T. H. de Bussy. 1907.
lvIR, PI{]l'\SEN GEERLIGS' LATEST Worn::.* This book, which has
just reacheel us. consists of 450 pages, and is the last that has
come from the pen of Mr. Prinsen Geerligs.
The work is divided into three parts; the first, containing an ac-
count of the raw material, occupies 82 pages, and gives a detailed
account of the composition of the cane and of the chemical and
physical properties of the bodies therein found.
In the second part, which constitutes the bulk of the book, every
station in the sugar factory is treated in detail, extraction is dealt
with in 32 pages, attention being given to the Naudet process and
to the Perichon method of megass extraction; the chapter on
this subject concludes with some very pertinent ren'1arks on the
fuel value of megass. N early 100 pages are occupied with the
purification of the juice, considerable attention being given to the
question of choice of lime; the agents other than lime which have
been proposed for this purpose are described, and the chapter con-
cludes with a discussion of filters and filtering media. Evapora-
tion of the juice and graining in the pan is d~scribed in II5 pages,
the treatment being very full, and including such points as scale
in evaporators. the brasmoscope, remelting of low sugars, con-
servation and deterioration of sugars.
Over 60 pages are occupied in a discussion of molasses, a sub-
ject which Mr. Geerligs discussed in a classic memoir so long ago
as 1893.
The last part of the book deals with methods of control, and is
especially valuable, as it contains the results of 96 Java factories
for the year 1906.
Although concerned principally with Java. this book is a gen-
eral treatise in every way, and results obtained in parts of the
\\'orIel other than Java are fully discussed.
::\Ir. Geerligs has just retired from a post that he has occupied
for upwards of t\Yenty years with credit and honor to himself
and with invaluable benefit to the cane sugar industry. Although
there has been nothing epoch making in Mr. Geerligs' work, the
services he has rendered to sugar manufacture are not unworthy
of being compared to those rendered by Pasteur to the brewing in-
dustry in France, or by Lawes and Gilbert to British agriculture,
and the appearance of this book is a fitting termination to Mr.
Geerligs' direct connection with the cane sugar industry.
Ai11 English version is to appear shortly, when a copy should be
found in the possession of everyone connected with the cane
sugar industry. N. D.
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STATUS PRIOR TO THE TREATY.
By E. E. PAXTON.
WHAT PROTECTIVE TARIFF MEANS TO HAWAII.
=1I=1F11IIII==_ Ill.==1=JI_
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The era of protection began in these Islands with the Recip-
rocity Treaty, which went into effect Sept. 9, 1876. Under the
terms of the Treaty, certain articles from Hawaii, principally
sugar, bananas and rice, were admitted into the United States free
of duty, in return for which the Hawaiian Kingdom admitted free
a large number of manufactured articles, building materials and
supplies, the products of A1merican farms and factories.
In 1887 a new treaty vvas made, extending the reciprocity rela-
tions for a further period of seven years, and granting to the
United States the exclusive right to establish a coaling station at
Pearl Harbor.
But little progress had been made in the way of material de-
velopment prior to the Treaty. The whale fishery. which for a
time brought considerable revenue, had decayed, as well as the
short-lived trade in sandalwood. Agriculture was begun long
before the discovery of gold in California, and occasional ship-
ments of potatoes and other provisions were made to the Coast;
but the wide expanse of ocean between Hawaii and any possible
market compelled her people, then, as now, to seek some world
staple like sugar which might bear the long and expensive journey
and be reasonablv sure of a market when it reached destination.
'\Then the Treaty was signed. the total output of sugar in the
Islands was only 12,540 tons per annum, although the industry
had been started a quarter of a century prior thereto. Business
of all kinds was at a standstill. The planters had no money with
which to expand their plantations, nor could the)' borrow it. so
precarious was their only source of revenue. Harcllv a planta-
tion was operated at a profit. and several of them had passed
through bankruptcy. Only in the most favored localities could
they hope to survive. The high American duty on sugar then
prevailing. ranging from three to four cents per pound. and the
low cost of production in competing countries left no profit.
It must be remembered that the natural conditions in the Ha-
waiian Islands render the production of sug-ar very expensive as
compared with European beet sugar, or the cane product of Cuba,
Java. India. and. in fact. almost any other tropical country. In
Cuba. for instance. the sugar cane springs almost spontaneously
from the soil. maturing quickly during- the moist. hot summer
season. and grows on year after year from the same roots with
comparativelv little cultivation. Tn Hawaii. the volcanic soils
have to be forced into activity with the aid of high-priced fcr-
EFFECTS OF PROTECTION.
tilizers and irrigation in most localities from artesian wells and
mountain streams at a tremendous cost. Enormous investments
in pumps, canals, reservoirs, mills, etc., have to be made and for
real genuine daring enterprise the sugar business of these Islands
can hardly be surpassed, especially in view of the fact that some
of the largest undertakings have not as yet made any financial
returns to their stockholders.
In 1891, the so-called McKinley Bill went into effect. This
was fifteen years after the Treaty was made. The output of sugar
had increased from 12,540 tons per annum to 146,174 tons, or
more than eleven-fold. The total commerce of the Islands had
grown from $4,052,813 to $17,698,271, and not less than fifty mil-
lions of American capital had been invested. Railroads had been
constructed on Oahu, Maui and Hawaii; inter-island steam trans-
portation had been developed, and Honolulu had grown from a
semi-native fishing village into the modern civilization of an
American city.
The McKinley Bill admitted all sugar under 16 Dutch Standard
into the United States free of duty from every country, and
granted a bounty of from 1~c. to 2C. per pound on domestic pro-
duction. The effect of this law was to place Hawaiian sugar on
the basis of the world's market, and well-nigh paralyzed the in-
dustry in these Islands. Several of the weaker plantations were
abandoned, and the entire country was threatened with ruin. Had
this condition lasted for any considerable period. it would have
almost annihilated the sugar business in Hawaii. Only by in-
augurating the most rigid economy and seeking the most ad-
vanced methods of manufacture could the best plantations hope to
exist when the protecting arm of the tariff was withdrawn.
In October, 1894, the \iVilson Bill restored the duty on sugar,
fixing the rate at 40 per cent, ad valorem on raws and an addi-
tional one-eighth of a cent per pound above 16 D. S. and refined.
This was followed by the Dingley Tariff Law of 1897. now in
force. which established the duty on basis of polarization, com-
mencing with .95c. for sugar polarizing 75° and uncler, and
.035c. for each additional degree. This makes the rate on 96°
sugar (the usual standard) 1.685c. per pound. as against 3-4-:1-c.
when protection was first extended under the Reciprocity Treaty.
In 1898 came annexation to the United States. and with it an
nndue impetus to expansion of the sugar industry. greatly over-
taxing the financial resources of the Territor\'. The result is that
the present output has reached a half-million short tons, nn-
doubtedlv vcr\' ncar the maximum. as ahOtlt all of the available
cane lan~1 has' been utilized.
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And who have been the gainers under this system of protection
and progress in these Islands?
The reply is sometimes made that the benefit of protection has
reached only a handful of so-called "sugar barons," and that the
people of the llnited States have paid for it. No more unjust or
one-sided statement could be made, and can only disclose ignor-
ance and disregard of true conditions.
Since the Reciprocity Treaty was adopted, the people of the
United States have received the enormous sum of $21 5,000,000
for exports to Hawaii, products grown on A~merican farms and
manufactured in American factories. The average Hawaiian
planter (or planting company) must equip his plantation with a
$500,000 mill, the materials for which come from America and
are protected by heavy duties; in many cases, he must install
pumps and pipe lines, made in America, costing, say, another
half million, and likewise protected; he must expend many thou-
sands of dollars in railroads, engines, cars, live stock, etc., and
which, for the most part, enjoy similar benefits of protection as
those accorded to sugar. After his plantation is once started, he
must buy his fuel oil frolll California fields, the materials for the
renewals of his machinery and equipment from Eastern factories;
his hay, grain, flour, and a thousand and one articles which con-
stitute the major portion of the cost of producing sugar,-all from
the United States.
Another important consideration is the value of Hawaii's carry-
ing trade to the American merchant marine. In accordance with
the existing navigation laws, all merchandise shipped to and from
the Islands must be carried in American vessels representing a
total investment of not less than fifteen millions of dollars. Much
is being said and written in regard to the decline of the American
carrying trade with foreign countries. The total foreign com-
merce of the "United States carried in American bottoms during
1907 was valued at $318,331,026; the total value of imports and
exports from and to the Territory of Hawaii carried in Ameri-
can vessels for the same period was $44,572,958. In other words,
the value of little Hawaii's commerce was 14 per cent. of the en-
tire forcign commcrce carried undcr the American flag for the
year 1907.
The total valuc of the commerce of the United States with its
non-contiguous territory (Alaska, Porto Rico, Tutuila and Ha-
waii). exclusive of gold and silver shipments, was $63,34°,079
for 19°7, of which Hawaii's share was $43,178,957, or nearly 70
per cent. of the total.
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PROTECTION AND FUTURE DEVELOl'ilIEXT.
Nearly 80 per cent. of Hawaii's imports are from the United
States. Notwithstanding the large proportion of free importa-
tions, she has paid since annexation the tidy SUm of $10,000,000
in round numbers into the National Treasury to help run the gen-
eral Government. The amount of customs revenue paid in per
capita by the people on the mainland of the United States in
1907 was $3.89; the average amount paid by every man, woman
and child in Hawaii on an estimated population of 200,000, for the
same period, was $7.30. While Hawaii's contribution may be
small compared ,vith the National expenditure, she is certainly
doing her full share in bearing the burden when she pays out of
her own pocket ne~rly double her per capita proportion.
As the production of sugar has about reacher its maximum in
these Islands, further development of resources must be in the
way of diversified agriculture, that is to say, such staple products
as will bear long-distance transportation and be marketed at a
profit. An illustration of this is the growth of the pineapple in-
dustry during the past few yeus. Prior to annexation. Hawaiian
pineapples were subject to the regular duty imposed by the Ding-
ley tariff of 25 per cent. ad valorem if canned in their own juices,
and if preserved with sugar, 35 per cent. ad valorem and one cent
per pound, the fresh fruit being subject to a nominal duty of
$7.00 per thousand pines or 7 cents per cubic foot in bulk. .-\ few
small plantations had. been started, but the industry languished
with the attempt to sell fresh fruit in the limited Coast markets,
without adequate transportation facilities, and \\'as on the verge
of abandonment. Vlith the stimulus afforded hy protection, this
industry has developed hy leaps and bounds, the total estimated
output for the present year being 388,000 cases, valued at $r ,200,-
000. N a other tropical product is so well adapted for the moder-
ate investment of capital and the utilization of small areas not
otherwise remunerative.
Here, again, the mainland manufacturer and freight-carrier
comes in for his fulI share, in a larger proportion even than in the
case of sugar. For every ton of canned pineapple, ,-alued at, say,
$79, there must he expended not less than $25 for supplies pur-
chased in the American market, and transported in :\merican
vessels: and at the same time the great consuming population of
the United States is furnished a product of a quality universally
admitted to be far superior to anything of its kind produced else-
where in the world.
Recent experiments by the U. S. Government have demon-
strated, almost to a certainty, that tohacco of a very superior
quality can be produced in certain localities. Jf the experiments
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THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY.
During the months of March and April of this year, examina-
tions were held in Java for sugar chemists, at which 88 candi-
dates presented themselves, of whom 27 were successful in ob-
taining the diploma which permits them to officiate in this ca-
pacity in the mills of the syndicate. The examinations were di-
vided into three sections, written, oral and analytical chemistry.
That a preparation of no ordinary standard is required of these
applicants before the important position of control work is en-
trusted to them is evident from the questions included in the
written examination, which follow:
now being made on a commercial scale by private enterprise are
successful, -this product will be a factor in the future possibilities
of the Islands, provided it is not brought into direct competition
with the fields of Cuba.
As the Territory of Hawaii is now an integral part of the
American commonwealth, her people are in exactly the same posi-
tion as the beet-growers of the VI/est, the cane and tobacco plant-
ers of the South, and the fruit producers all over the country.
None of these interests can stand direct competition with the
tremendous possibilities of Cuba, or the low cost of European
beet sugar. Tariff concessions to those countries mean stagna-
tion and death to the sugar and tobacco interests of America, the
combined output of which is valued at not less than $175,000,000
per annum, for raw products alone.
EXAMINATIONS FOR SUGAR CHEMISTS IN JAVA.
Describe the manufacture from cane to sugar according to one
of the processes-Muscovado, sack sugar, and molasses; or
Muscovado and molasses (according to choice).
In addition, treat more extensively the following points:
I.-vVhat is Fehling's test? Describe its preparation and action
on glucose.
2.-vVhat do you understand by inversion and through what
means do you bring it about?
3.-Define acids, bases, salts. Give an example of each.
4.-vVhat do you understand by normal or tenth normal hydro-
chloric acid and soda solution, and how are they prepared?
5 - \Vhat is magnesium mixture and for what is it used?
6 - \Vhat is oxidation and reduction? Give two examples.
F.\CTORY CONTROL.
2.-The formula X = 100 X
1.-vVhat is the significance of the formula which gives the
amount of crystallizable sugar in the product? Does it
really give the actual amount? How is it deduced?
Purity massecuite-Purity result-
ing molasses
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(a) Defecation of juice (regulation of liming, influence of lime
on the various ingredients of the raw juice, filtering of the
scums, composition of press-cake).
(b) Evaporation.
(c) Boiling.
Answer, according to choice, one of the following questions:
I.-What is the object of sulphuring and how it is performed?
2.-1£ a boiling of 70° purity is made from syrup of 82° purity
and molasses of boo purity, what percentage of the solids
in the boiling originates with the syrup and what with the
molasses?
3·-What is the approximate composition of cane, raw juice, mus-
covado, first sugar, sack sugar, and molasses in Java?
(Brix, IJolarization, Quotient, Glucose, Ash.)
Purity sugar-Purity resulting
molasses
reports the amount of sugar (Brix = 100) of the given
purity which can be obtained from 100 parts of dry masse-
cuite. How is this formula proven?
3·--Required from figures taken from actual factory work to fill
in table showing losses, etc., calculated and actual.
4--How docs one find in the daily report the temporary number
for the quantity of sugar in roo cane, and how are these
numbers corrected in the collected reports (periods of ten
or fourteen days), to the definite figure? How are the
"calculated cane-weights" determinecl?
5·-There are obtained in a mill from 100 cane, 90 parts juice of
15·370 sucrose and 90° purity. The fibre in the cane is
1O(!r, and there rcmains in the bagasse 0.85% sucrose on
100 cane. the moisture being 45%. If the purity of the
last mill juice is 8570, how many kilograms of bagasse ore
available for roo liters of water in the juice prcsent?
G.-Give examples of methods of estimating available sugar and
interpretations thereof.
7.-Define imbibitions.
. r.-(a) A factory works a maximum of 10,000 picols cane
(I picol=62 kilogn:ms) in 24 hours. From each picol are
obtained 55 liters mixed juice. \\That must be the dia-
meter of the piston of a single acting juice pump with a
4°0 m. m. stroke, which makes 50 revolutions per minute?
(b) What must be the length of the stroke of a vV<:>rthington
pump which must have a capacity of 55°,000 liters of juice,
the cylinder being IS0 m. m. in diameter and the pUl1lp
making- 40 double strokes per minute?
2.-An engine makes 60 revolutions per minute. If .the gearing
is I to 22, how many revolutions does ,the top roll make per
minute? The diameter of the latter is 30 inches. \\That
is the speed of the circumference of the rollers per minute
in meters?
3·-Problem with diagram to determine weight on safety valve
for a prescribed pressure.
4·-Why is it more economical to evaporate the clarified juice in a
quadruple than in a single effect? \\That do you under-
stand by the coefficient of heat transmission, and on what
is it dependent?
5·-How many kilograms of water at 60° C. are vaporized to
steam at 90° with 5 kilograms of steam at 120°? The con-
densed water flows off at a temperature of 100':'.
6.-How many kilograms per square meter correspond to a pres-
sure of 75 pounds? How high is water drawn up in a
pipe above which is a vacuum of 25 inches?
7·-Describe what pan accessories you know, and what purpose
they serve.
S.-Describe the arrangement and working of a condenser.
The "Indische Mercut1r" in reporti~lg the results of the examina-
tion says: "Among the candidates this year "'ere 011e Japanese
and several Chinese. Most of the applicants were students of
two sugar schools. ',' ':' ':' :i\Iost probahly there will he held
in 1909 an examination for diplomas as syndicate mill sup,erin-
tendents, wherehy the chaff will he well separated from the grain."
(Translated from the "Archicf voor de lava 511ikcrindustrie"
by S. 5. Peck.) .
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RED ROT OF THE SUGAR-CANE STEM.
275
'Rind Disease
ibid.
have already mentioned
Wakker alid, vVent in
description of the symp-
.. . L(
I
that
their
MICROSCOPIC EXA:lIINATlON.
Pig. 11. Section throug-h the outer
part of a ('ane stem, as ~('cn under
t1H~ low power of a microscope. 1. 'rhe
ppiclermis; noticp the thick cnticular-
ized wnl1H, espcciall;\" the outer ones;
thpse walls are vcry tou::;h, and arc im-
pervious to , ..-ater, thus the epidermis
lJl'otccts the more delicate tissues in-
side. ~. 'l'hirk,w:llIccl ~roulld tissue
of the lrind': these l'cHs arc mainh-
mechanic-aI, and help to strengthen the
stem. The)" pass g-radually into the
thin-,.."rLlled eells of the gofounu tissuc.
M'cn at ti. :.3. 3. Small vascular
hunules: thesc hundles are mainly me-
ehnnical. and lIrc ('om posed almost en·
tirch' of thick-wnltcd clements. Thc)'
are found mainly in the outer part of
the litem: each ('ontains only one wood
,"('ssel. .1. Intermediate bundle, with
two wooel Y(lssels. nnd a few thin·
wallpd phloem ('1t~IlH.'nts. 5. 5. 5.
Th iek-walled Hhn's; these are the me-
('hanieul elements of the bundles; they
arc proportionatph' 1I1ueh morc numer-
ous in the hundh'R toward the outside
than in thOR{' ncarl~r the center. G. G,
'I'h ill-walled (·('ll.s of the goround tissue;
the)' hecome ]urgoer as we npproach the
Cf'flter of the stalk. In theRo cells the
JI]l1llt storcs its reSCl"\'C of stlg'ar and
other fllod ilia t{'rials. 7" One of tho
lnrge vascular Imndlm; found towards
the center of the Rtalk; theRe nrc the
chief contltlctin~ bundles: each contains
two larg-e wood vf'RselH and one smaller,
and 11 well marked pl.ltH.:Il1.
It will not be necessary for
me here to enter into any de-
scription of the anatomy of
the cane stem. An elementary
knowledge of the structure
and functions of the stem and
its tissues is of course es-
sential to a correct under-
standing of red rot, but I have
already dealt sufficiently with
this question in an earlier
bulletin,17 and will refer those
who are not familiar with the
details to the descriptions and
figures there. (Pp.6-I5.)
THE FUNGUS IN THE
CANE.
" Lewton-Br::in.
of the Sllgar-Calle.'
W:_.
By L. LEWTON-BRAIN.
( Cont-lnued from last Number.)
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toms of red rot state that occasionally, in advanced cases of the
disease, a mould may be found growing in the cavities of hollow
stalks. The following description of a microscopical examina-
tion of a diseased stem is taken from the account given by the
same authors: 18
'If one examines the diseased tissue under the micro-
scope, it will be seen to contain the mycelium of a fun-
gus, which is especially found in the parenchyma [the
thin-walled, sugar-containing tissue shown at 6, in
Fig. I I] . This mycelium appears to be characterized
by the possession of a number of small oil drops [com-
pare Fig. 12], soluble in alcohol ana ether.
'The cane tissue appears to be dead, in consc:quence of
which, in the red spots the cell-walls are impregnated
with a red-brown coloring matter, which is lacking in
the white spots. The contents of some of the dead cells
have changed to a red-brown, granular mass. A forma-
tion of gum may appear in the vascular bundles, as well
as in some parts of the parenchyma.
'The white spots are seen to be groups of cells, the
contents of which have become replaced by air. If a
white spot vvhich has just appeared be examined, the
fungus is always found; in older spots it is seen at the
edges, but not always in the center. The fact seems to
be that the hyphae slowly disappear, becoming dissolved
in some manner, while the oil drops may still remain;
one often finds these drops in rows, indicating the course
of the former hyphae. In the red spots few hyphae are
to be found. The fungus appears to secrete a poisonous
substance which kills the surrounding tissue; as a result
of this the cell-walls assume the red-brown color; as the
fungus penetrates the dead tissue the red color disap-
pears again; finally the fungus itself dies away behind,
and all that is left are the cell-walls with air in their
cavities.
'The fungus is also founel in the vascular strands
which pass into the buds, when the strand's themselves
show a red-brown color. In this case it is foulld that
the hyphae are present mainly in the cells anel the fibres
of the vascular bundles, seldom in the vessels proper.
The walls of the surrounding cells also show a red-
brown color.'
This description agrees very well with what I have found in
the few cases of red rot I have examined. One essential point
to be noted is that it is mainly the thin-walled tissue that is at-
R
CANE HORER.
It will he seen that the anI\" wOt1J1c1's answering the require-
ments of the fungus, which are likely to be found in Hawaiian
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lilig. 12. Some of the crBs from the interior of the cane shown in
Pi,g.~. A mycelhnll was first found which agreed to all appearances
with that of Colletotril'lwm, finally in two or three preparations, the
characteristic chlnmydospores (eli.) werc found connected with this
my('elium, whic'h left 110 douht as to the identity of the fungus and
the cause of the disease. 'I'he hyphae and chlamydosporcs should he
('ompnred with those shown in Pigs. 5, 8, and 9, from pure cultures.
The history of the canc from which the cells were taken is given at
length on pages G·8.
tacked'; that is, the cells in which the sugar is stored, and not the
vascular system; this agrees again with the facts noted in artificial
cultures, that it is on media rich in sugar that the fungus grows
best. The characters of the mycelium should again be noted;
these are shown in Fig. 12, representing a few cells of the thin-
walled tissue, attacked by the fungus.
l\IETIIOD OF ATTACK.
The red rot fungus is essentially a wound parasite, there being
no record of its ever being found able to penetrate the unbroken
rind of the cane. More than this, a mere surface wound in ma-
ture joints is not a favorable avenue for infection. In order
that the fungus may successfully enter the cane and carryon its
destructive work. it is necessary that it he introduced, artificially
or naturally, into a wound that goes through the rind into the
softer, sweeter tissues of the stalk.
INFECTED CUTTIKGS.
I
RID
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\\Then the disease has becomc well established, it appears to
pass to the epidemic stage by the planting of diseased cuttings.
This, at any rate, is the conclusion arrived at by Barber in
cane, are those produced by the borer (Sphellophorus ob"curus).
In Java, according to Wakker and Went,1~ the fungus gains
entrance to the canes through borer and other wounds. Leaf-
hopper punctures, which appear to be quite sufficient for the
entry of the rind fungus when the cane is susceptible, do not go
deep enough for Colletotrichlllll faleatm//..
Supporting this view, which is based upon a study of the life
habits of the fungus, is the fact that all the few canes I have
examined here which have been atacked by red rot have been in-
fected from borer tunnels. Moreover a number of managers
and other plantation officers to whom I have pointed out the
typical appearances of red rot have immediately recognized them
as being characteristic of 'borer cane.' In this relation it is
worthy of note, as a point requiring further investigation, that
it has been shown by Mr. Deerr, in connexion with the Annual
Synopsis of l\'Iill Data, that the three plantations which last year
had juice of the lowest purity, were the three accounted by .the
Entomological Division as the most severely affected by borer.
It must be remembered, however, that there has never yet
been a severe epidemic of red rot in these Islands. Indeed, in
such cases it would seem that, as pointed out both by Barber 20
and by Butler 21 in India, the opportunities offered by borer
wounds are by no means sufficient to account for the whole of the
infections. The comparatively sparse production of spores by
the funglls would render unlikely any wicre spread infection of
canes through wounds.
In considering borer infection the resistant powers of the canes
must not be lost sight of. Thus it would be quite possible for
canes of resistant varieties to be affected quite badly by borer
wounds, and to be inoculated with the spores of Colletotrichltlll,
and yet not contract the disease, the fungus not being able to
make headway against the resistance of the cane tissues. There
are three factors neccssary to a successful infection - the
presence of a wound, the presence of spores (or mycelium) of
Colletotrichll11! in the wound, and, thirdly, a susceptible condi-
tion of the cane.
]. Vvakker & \Vent. ibid.
,. C. A. Barher. 'Sugar-Cane III the Gcda\'eri al~d Gccnial11 Districts.'
ibid.
O! E. J. Hutler. 'Fungus Diseases of Sugar-Cane in nengal.' ilJid.
nr I-lUI ... lET r
PROGRESS OF THE DISEASE.
In whichever way the attack begins, the after progress of the
disease is in essentials the same. The growing mycelium of the
fungus probably secretes some substance which is poisonous to
the living cells of ,the cane tissue. The hyphae then enter these
cells, destroy their contents, and repeat the process until a con~
siderable area of the cane tissue is killed and the contents of the
cells are destroyed, or at aJ1Y rate completely changed. As al-
ready mentioned, the fungus does not seem able to affect the
harder tissues of the outer part of the stalk, nor does it enter the
vascular bundles.
It is thus easy to understand why the general nutrition and
health of.the cane do not usually suffer. The sources of the food
supply-the roots and leaves-are unaffected; and it is in the
leaves also that the manufacture of elaborated foods-sugar, etc.-
is carried on. This also is not interfered' with. Furthermore, as
the vascular transporting system is not invaded, the circulation
both of raw food material, including water, and of elaborated
foods, can go on normally.
The damage, then, to the cane, by the attacks of Collctotriclmln
fa/catl/III is entirely direct, and is confined to the destruction of
the thin-walled parenchyma (6, Fig. II). As it is in this tissue
Madras, and Butler in Bengal, and there seems to be no other
way of explaining- the epidemics described" by these authors.
The manner in which the eye becomes infected has already been
describecf. In such a case the stick developing from that
eye will be diseased from the beginning; the cane may grow away
from the fungus for a time, in which case the upper internodes
will be clean, while those lower down will be diseased; as the
cane ripens, however, the fungus may make more rapid progress,
and the whole stalk become diseased. In cases of infection from
the cuttings it is usually possible to trace the source of the dis-
ease by observing that the discoloration starts at the base of the
stalk.
It may happen that the attack on young cane is so severe that
this is killed out. Wakker and Went describe a case in which
a 'bibit garden' (special area for raising seed cane) of the Teboe
Mas variety was almost entirely killed" at the age of about six
months. They also state that occasionally newly germinated
plants are attacked, especially in nurseries, and that these die
early, but if lateral buds have been developed. these may produce
healthy' canes. As a general rule, however, the effects of the
attack are noticeable, if at all, only when the cane is mature, so
that the presence of the disease is only recognized at the grind-
ing season.
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that the sugar-cane stores its reserve sugar, and as it is for the
sake of this sugar that the cane is cultivated, the damage from the
planters' point of view, may be as great as though the cane were
killed. The sugar, as will be shown later, is destroyed.
The extent to which the disease will progress depends upon the
resistance of the variety, and probably upon the general health
of the particular cane attacked. If the resistance of the cane is
very m~rked, the fungus may not be able to penetrate far beyond
the tissues bordering on the wound. In other cases the fungus
may be able to spread through the soft tissue of the internode
into which it has gained access through a wound, but may not
be able to penetrate the harder tissues of the nodes, and so the at-
tack will be confined to one joint, or only to those joints pene-
trated by the borer tunnels. This would appear to be the case
with Yellow Caledonia variety, as will be seen from the account
of the inoculation experiments. If the cane is susceptible the
fungus may go on from one internode to another until the whole
stick is affected. .
It can also be understood how in very severe cases of the dis-
ease the cane plant may be killed out. This will happen when
the destruction of the sugar and other foods goes so far that the
plant has not sufficient for its own needs in the production of new
leaves and roots; when this occurs the destruction will advance
very rapidly, as not only the storage but the manufacture of food
will be inhibited. This, however, would not appear to be com-
mon; usually the plant has enough food' for its own growth be-
yond what is taken and destroyed by the fungus.
The actual damage done to cane is shown in the following re-
sults given by Wakker and \,yent.~~ There have been so few cases
of definite red rot in these Islands that I have not been able to
obtain any strictly comparable analysis of diseased cane here.
Two sets of figures are given from different districts of the planta-
tion first attacked:
The cane was divided into severely attacked stalks (14.6 per
cent. of the whole), slightly attacked (47.3 per cent.) , and healthy
(38.1 per cent.) :
Severelv attacked .
Slightly attacked .
Healthy .
iijiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiTi-"'iiiii''''i-i--"i"ii"IWiiilqq;rzzI' iiiiiQi'~i'i'"iiii;ii' i....ii·liiiii·i',
" \Nakker & "Ven!. ibid. p. 43.
" E. ]. BUller. ibid. pp. 6. 7.
Butler 23 also gives comparative analyses of twelve diseased
and twelve healthy 'Yellow Bourbon' canes, both some months
from maturity:
Other analyses given by him are of samples of ripe 'Kajli'
cane, similar outwardly, but with the reddening of the pith indi-
cative of the presence of Collctotric1zlIlll in one sample:
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Available
sugar
Brix Sucrose Purity in juice
Canes showing disease in
its early stage ........ 11.3 8.0 70.8 4·7
Healthy canes from same
plot ................ 13·9 11.2 80·5 8·5
These tables again show that the action of Collctotriclzlllll is
primarily an inverting onc.
Through the kindness of the manager of the plantation con-
cerned, I have obtained the following figures with rcgard to the
one recorded case of red rot in thesc Islands. :\nalyses were
% cane %glu- % juice
sugar case Density to cane Temp.
Unred'dened cane. 19.0 9 0·509 1086 55.58 18° C.
Reddened cane ... 13.70 2.04 1°7° 5:;.58 18° C.
Here the percentage of badly attacked was 10-4, of slightly at-
tacked, 41.8, and of healthy sticks, 47.8.
The analyses show:
July, 1908]
The authors point out that, corresponding to the decrease in
saccharose, there is an increase in glucose, so that the presence
of ColletotrichllJn falcatll1n in cane is a cause of the inversion of
cane sugar. This will be brought out more clearly, later, in deal-
ing with the cultures of the fungus on liquid media.
Severely attacked .
Slightly attacked .
Healthy .
....
INOCULATION EXPERIMENTS.
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111111
Sound cane .
Borer cane .
It will be seen that these results, both as regards decrease of su-
crose and increase of glucose, are strictly in agreement with those
obtained from cane attacked by red rot in both Java and India.
made of sound and 'borer' cane from the field already referred
to on pages 6-8:
The evidence, so far presented, that the cause of red rot is the
fungus Colletotrichu1n falcalu1n is incomplete. It amounts to
having found in the diseased tissues a mycelium which appears
to be very like that of Colletotrich1l1n (Figs. 9 and 12); more-
over, connected with this mycelium are found, in the diseased tis-
sues, chlamydospores which are the same as those produced' in the
pure cultures of ColletotrichU1n (Figs. 5 and 12); further, on
occasions stromata and conidia of Colletotrichu1n have been found
on diseased cane, connected with the same mycelium.
There can, therefore, be no doubt that the mycelium found in
the tissues is that of Colletotrichmn falca.tu1l1. That this fungus
is the cause of the disease has not been demonstrated; nothing is
commoner than to find, in diseased and dying tissues, fungi which
have riothing to ero with bringing about the disease, but which
are merely following and completing the work of the true active
agent.
To prove that rea rot is due to the attack of the Colletotl'ichu11l,
healthy cane must be taken, it must be inoculated with spores or
mycelium of this particular fungus, and with nothing else, and
as a result of this inoculation the characteristic symptoms of the
disease must be brought about. It is also always advisable to
pick out certain other canes growing- under exactly the same con-
ditions as those inoculated and treat them in exactlv the same
way as the former ones, except for the actual inoculation with the
fungus. If these controls do not show any symptoms of the
disease while the inoculated ones do, then the connection between
the fungus and the disease may be regarded as proved.
The matter, however, is not quite so easy as it sounds. Many
parasitic fungi require certain special conditions, either of the
host plant or of weather, before they are able to effect a success-
ful infection: for this reason an inoculation experiment may fail,
not because the wrong fungus is being tried, but on account of
certain necessary conditions being absent; in this case the inocu-
lations must be repeated under varied conditions, which often
AI n
HAWAII EXPERIMENTS.
JAVA EXPERIMENTS.
leads to valuable information -being obtained. On the other hand,
the spores of the parasite may be so abundant, and the conditions
so favorable that the controls become infected naturally; in this
case inoculation experiments can give results of but little value.
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The experiments carried.' out by Went were the earliest, and
gave results so conclusive that the connexion between red rot and
Colletotrichl/1Jl fa/call/In may be regarded as absolutely proved.
In his experiments a small hole was made with a fine needle into
some full gTown joints and after that some conidia or some fila-
ments of the mycelium of the fungus were introduced into the
wound; the hole was then covered with tin-foil. Carried out in
this way the infection succeeded perfectly. Thus in one in-
stance a white spot was seen around the hole after ten days, slowly
going over to a red margin. No spot was to be seen close to the
periphery of the stalk. The ec't'ge of the red spot was sharply
ckfined from the surrounding tissue. Microscopic examination
showed the characteristic mycelium with oil drops in the
parenchyma.
In another case a similar white spot arose twenty days after
the infection, but by this time the red coloration- had already ex-
tended almost through the whole joint.
The experiments I have made with this fungus were started in
June. July and August, 1906. To determine whether the fungus
could attack any other part of the plant besides the stem, I stabbed'
a number of young leaves with a sterilized needle and introduced
into the wounds spores fro111 a pure culture of Colletotrichllm.
Different parts of the leaves were inoculated, and other leaves
were stabbed also with a sterilized needle to serve as controls.
N at one of these leaves showed any signs of infection; the tis-
~ues just around the wound dried up, but the rest of the leaf in
every case remained perfectly normal.
rna second experiment three young- shoots were stabbed with a
sterilized needle. and the wounds were inoculated with spores
from a plate culture of Col1ctotricll1llll. These plants were grow-
ing," in pots under cover, the shoots were so young as not to have
formed any 'sticks.' so that the inoculation was really one of
young leaves and leaf-sheaths. The experiment ,,'as repeated,
but in neither case did inoculated shoots or controls show any
signs of injury. but both merely a drying up of the cells around
the actual wounds.
Again, a number of young leaves of plants growing under cover
were inoculated by placing on them drops of water containing
spores of Colletotrichum. The plants were covered with bell-jars
for two days, to give the spores time to germinate and if possible
enter the plant tissue before they were dried. Again there was
no infection.
The experiments, although they do nQt prove, at any rate tend
to show, that Colletotrichmn is not a parasite on the leaves and
leaf-sheaths. When it occurs on these organs it is probably
merely as a saprophyte, following rather than causing the death
of the tissues.
At the time the inoculation experiments were being carried
on, Yellow Caledonia (White Tanna) variety was the only cane
available at the Experiment Plot of this Division. The inocula-
tions were therefore carried out with this, one of the three stand-
arcl varieties of these Islands.
Five canes were inoculated by placing spores of CollctotricllllJlZ
from a plate culture into a wound made through the rind of the
cane with a sterile needle. Internodes of different ages were
used in the different canes, some quite young and soft, others fully
mature. Five canes were stabbed in exactly the same way as
controls, no inoculating material being introduced into the
wounds. Care was taken that each inoculated cane was exactly
matched by one of the controls, as regards size, position in th'e
stool and general appearance, and the wounds were made in the
same relative position in the two canes. The wounds were after-
wards covered to prevent the introduction of fresh foreign ma-
terial.
Two months later two of the pairs were' cut and split longi-
tudinally. The condition found is shown by the photograph re-
produced in Fig. 13. In the controls there was a slight (liscolora-
tion along the actual line of the wound, perhaps slightly increased
by the activity of a number of mites which had succeeded in enter-
ing the stab. In the inoculated canes there was a red discolora-
tion starting at the wound and spreading the whole length of
the joint; there appeared to be indications that the disease was
spreading through the nodes to the internodes above and below.
I t will be noted that the appearance of the diseased area is by no
means 'typical.' there being none of the central white spots with
their sharply defined, red border.
The last of the experimental canes were cut in June, 1907,
twelve months after the inoculation. It was thought that by
doing this the fungus would be able to grow for a part of the
time under conditions which would most favor it. On splitting
the canes, however, exacth' the same condition was found as ten
months previously. The 'fungus had not been able to progress
,.
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beyond the first internode. Naturally, there was no sign of the
disease externally.
That the discoloration was really due to Colletotrichu11l wa"
proved by finding the mycelium and chlamydospores of this fun-
gus in the diseased tissues. The absence of any discolorations
in thc control shows thc samc thing. Stromata ,\"ith sctae werc
found in thc ec"rgcs of thc wound.
Thc expcrimcnt is pcrhaps more instructivc than if it bad becn
marc cntirely successful. It was already known from \Vent's
expcrimcnts that the cause of red rot is thc CollclotricllW/lo fa/-
call/Ill so a merc confirmation of this fact would not havc added"
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Pi~. l:L Inoculation experiment with rru rot. On June 2D, 1DOG, the cane on
the left was wounded with a sterilized nccdlt~, then spores of the fungus of Red
Rot-Collrtotrirltum falcatllm-werc introduced into the wound. rrhe caTle on the
right wus wounded in the same way at the snmc time, but no spores were intro·
duced into the wound. Both canes were cut and split open on August ~O, when
the photogrulJh was taken. It will be seen that the inoLliJated en-ne shows elis·
(~olorati()n through the leng'th of the internode, ,\'hiIc the control shows only a ~H\H'}l
di~('olo1"ation at th'c wound. rrhc variet)' ,IRed was Yellow Caledonia.
On .Tullc 1~. IH07, othl'r calles, inoculated at the same time as those p,lioWIl, were
(lxl\1I1iIH"l. 'fhe disl'aS(' had madl' IlO fnrthel' }>l'og-1'rss, heing' cOllfiut'd to thl' il1o('u-
latf'd internodc. rrhis :-;hows that Yellow Caledonia is distinetlr resistant to Inc
Red Rot.
July, 1908]
EXPERIMENTS WITn THE LIVING FUNGUS.
INVERSION EXPERIMENTS.
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Control.
J3.50 per cent.
6.60 per cent.
· .1 ]
Inoculated.
13.23 per cent
7.25 per cent.
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There thus appeared a loss of sucrose amounting- to 0.27 per
cent., while the invert sngar had increased by 0.65 per cent.,-
equivalent to 0.62 per cent. sucrose. The controls had been treated
exactly as the inoculated flasks during steriliza~ion, etc., so that
The first experiments were made by growing the fungus from
pure plate cultures in flasks containing diluted expressed cane
juice. The flasks were inoculated December 13, 1906, and with
the controls were analyzed December 26; the results were as fol-
lows:
greatly to our knowledge of the disease. The experiment, how-
ever, shows in the first place that Yellow Caledonia variety, al-
though not immune to the disease, is certainly quite resistant to it,
a fact the knowledge of which may at any time prove of immense
value. Again, it is proved that Colletotriehu1Il does not always
produce the typical symptoms described by Went and illustrated'
from a Hawaiian specimen in Fig. 1. This fact is also specially
noted by Butler in the epidemic he describes (see p. I I), and is
shown in the borer cane illustrated in Fig. 2. It may be noted
that these latter specimens also belong to the Ye110w Caledonia
variety, and it looks as if the variety of cane attacked might be
an important factor in determining the exact symptoms of the
disease. More than this cannot be gathered from the small
number of specimens examined.
Sucrose .
Invert sugar .
The outstanding feature of the attack of Colletotrieh1l1ll fal-
ea,t1lm on the cane is the inversion of the sucrose. As has already
been pointed' out, apart from this very little damage is done to
cane. It therefore seemed advisable to make some further in-
vestigations into this inverting action, using for the purpose
sterilized fluids containing sucrose and pure cultures of the fun-
gus, and so obtain more strictly accurate results than could be ob-
tained from analyses of cane grown in the field where many other
conditions might come into play.
,I have to express my thanks to Mr. Noel Deerr, Mr. S. S. Peck,
and Dr. R. S. Norris, of the Division of Agricnlture and Chem-
istry, to whom I am indebted for the 'analyses of the solutions,
and for much other assistance.
The last experiment was started January 26, and the analyses
Loss of sucrose '" .. 0.54 grams per 100 c. c.
Gain of glucose 0.5 I grams per 100 c. C.
Loss of sucrose 0.73 grams per 100 c. c.
Gain in invert sugar. . .. 1.01 grams per 100 c. C.
Control.
8.10
1.50
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Inoculated.
Sucrose 7.37
Invert sugar 2.5 I
Specific Sucrose Glucose Ilexlrosc Levulose Rt.~act inllGravity !':/IO Acid
Control ...... 1.0646 13.71 4. 18 2.04 2.14 .23
Inoculated ... 1.0639 13.17 4·69 2·37 2.32 ·375
There was thus an apparent gain in total sugar (expressed as
invert sugar) of 0.24 grams per lOO c. c., the sucrose lost per
lOO c. c. being equivalent to 0.77 grams of invert sugar.
The next flasks were inoculated Jan. 4, 1907, larger quantities
of the same solution being used. The results were, on Jan. 17:
the only possible explanation of the anomaly was that the fungus
must have destroyed one part of the invert sugar-the levulose,
thus giving too high a reading- for the sucrose. There was not
enough of the solution available for more direct analysis.
There was thus an apparent total loss of sugar equal to 0.06
grams of glucose per lOO c. c. solution. It is noticeable that
while the dextrose in the solution has increased by 0.33 grams,
the levulose has only increased by 0.18 grams, thus confirming
the assumption that the actual loss of sugar falls upon the levu-
lose.
The next experiment gave similar, but not quite such striking,
results. I had thought it better to work with solutions of simpler
and more definite composition than cane juices, and had inoculated
two Jhsks of lO per cent. cane sugar solution to which small
quantities of nutrient salts had' been added, two others serving
as a control. The experiment was started December 26", before I
had the results of the first test, consequently the quantities used
were again insufficient for complete analysis. The results on
January 9 were, the quantities being expressed as grams per
100 c. c.:
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Specific Sucrose Glucose Dextrose Levulose ~5i'cf~~idGravity
Control ..... 1.0640 J4.II 2.10 1.19 0.9 1 0.22
Inoculated .. 1.0636 3·33 12·95 6.76 6.19 0.22
....;
Loss of sucrose ....... 10.78 grams per 100 c. c. ' ~-
Gain of glucose . ...... 10.85 grams per 100 c. c.
EXPERI;\IENTS ON ENZYME PRODUCTION.
made March 29, thus affording time for greater changes to take
place. The results are given in the following table:
..
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In a number of cases it has been shown that the inversion of
cane sugar, beth by plants and animals, is brought about not by
any 'vital' activity of the protoplasm itself, but by the agency of a
definite ferment or enzyme secreted by the protoplasm.~·1 The in-
verting enzyme is known as 'invertase.' It has been separated
"' For a gcncral account of cnzymcs, i:lc1uding in\"crtasc, scc J. Rcy-
nolds Grccn: 'Ferments.' Cambridgc, 1899. Also Effront & Prcscott:
'Enzymes and thcir Applications.' Ncw York. 1902 .
For morc reccnt work on cnzymc action. sce W. 1\1. Bayliss. 'The Na-
turc of Enzymc Action.' Scicllcc Pro[;rcss ill Ihc Twcl/liclh eCl/lury,
Vol. I, Octobcr, 1906.
Thus the c.pparent loss of sugar was equivalent to 0-49 grams
vf glucose, the whole of \vhich appears to have fallen on the levu-
lose. It may be mentioned that the solution as made up con-
tained, per TOO c. c., sucrose, 18.16 grams, glucose, 0.20 grams;
there was thus some inversion in the control solution. Probablv
this took place chiefly during sterilization through the inverting
action of the salts, the chief one probably being the sodium
hydrogen phosphate (Na2 HP04).
These experiments bring out, even more clearly than the cane
analyses, the fact that the main activity of this fungus, as a de-
structive agent, is its inverting action. Moreover, in the expC'ri-
ments the results are certainly due to the fungus, and are not
complicated by the presence of other organisms, or of agents such
as enzymes which might be present in the living cane tissues.
The action is very marked in the last experiment, where thongh
more than 75 per cent. of the sucrose was inverted, not one-
twentieth part of this was actually consumed by the fungus.
The question as to whether the fungus actually uses only the
levulose portion of the glucose formed is very interesting. The
quantities dealt with are very small, but all the experiments agree
on this point, and there would seem to be no other explanation
of the facts.
Thc first cxperimcnts gave the following rcsults, the figures
in a number of cases from the organisms producing it, and has
been found to retain its power of inverting sucrose.' Thus, for
example, invertase has been separated from brewers' yeast and
from germinating barley. It seems probable that there are a
number of different invertases, differing in their activities and re-
sistances to external conditions, but as it is almost impossible to
obtain an enzyme in a state of complete purity, some of the ob-
served differences may be due to variations in the impurities.
Flask cultures in 20 per cent. sugar solution, with the neces-
sary salts, were used. After a varying number' of days the
mycelium was strained off (the solution being again filtered and
used for the other experiments) and washed. The small quantity
of mycelium tlms obtained, even from several flasks, was remark-
able, and quite prohibited any attempts to separate out the enzyme.
It was then thoroughly ground up, either with glass wool or
'with pure quartz sand; the ground up mass was allowed to stand
for some hours, in contact with chloroform watet to prevent any
bacterial activity, then filtered'. The extract was then added to
pure sucrose solutions, together with a small quantity of chloro-
form, and polariscope readings taken daily. A control was al-
ways kept of the same sugar solutions with chloroform, to which
no extract was added. These experiments were all carried on at
room temperature (about 25° C.). The chief difficulty proved
to be the getting a solution sufficiently clear to make accurate
polariscope readings.
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It seemed advisable, therefore, to attempt to determine whether
the inverting action of Colletotrichum was likewise due to a pro-
duction of invertase, and some experiments were carried out with
this object in view. It was realized that very little beyond a
proof of the presence of invertase could be attempted with the
comparatively small amounts of material that would be available,
and that anything in the way of an investigation into the proper-
ties of the enzyme, if it could be isolated, would be out of the
question. There were two points that could be attacked; first,
the question whether any invertase could be proved to be pro-
duced by the fungus; second, whether, if produced, it is secreted
into the medium on which the fungus is growing, or is entirely
confined to the mycelium. Butler was unable to secure any in-
version by the juice in which Colletotrich1l11l had been grown for
a week. Apparently he did not attempt to extract the invertase
from the mycelium. The experiments to determine whether any
invertase is produced will be described first, although the others
were carried on simultaneouslv.
" .
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* Reading uncertain.
J
'"l'"J I
30
23·99
23.62
23.62
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July II 12 13 IS IS 23
No. I ............ 16.67 16.46 16·43 16·09 16.04*
No. 2 ............ 16.20 16.12 16.09 15.91 15.70 15.29
No. 3 ( control) ... 16.26 16.25 16.22 16.22 16.22 16.22
representing grams sucrose per IOO c. c. of solution. The read-
ings taken were the average of five:
It is thus pretty certain that invertase was contained in the
mycelium, and that some of it was extracted by the grinding.
The figures are quite consistent, and' show a distinct falling off in
the solutions containing the extract.
In the next trial the mycelium was ground for two hours with
pure quartz sand in a glass mortar; the mass was then allowed to
stand over night with chloroform water, then filtered under pres-
sure and finally with alumina cream. The solution was still
cloudy, and accurate readings were impossible. However, they
showed after three days that there was no falling off in the
sucrose. It was hardly conceivable that a mycelium fourteen
days old should on that account contain no invertase, while the
enzyme had been extracted from one seven days old. The only
explanation seemed to be that the invertase had' been carried down
by the alumina cream in the filtration, although the cream had
been added to the extract and not precipitated in it.
The third experiment was with a mycelium three weeks old,
the idea being to test the possibility of the invertase varying
with the age of the mycelium. The extract after being twice
filtered in the ordinary way, was finally cleared by adding
shredded filter paper. Sugar was then adcred to make up to
about a 20 per cent. solution. which was then divided into three
lots. One of these was heated to 800 C. for a few minutes in
order to destroy the enzyme if any were present. and this served
as a control. Chloroform was added to all three. The results
were. stated as before, as follows:
Sept. 26
Ko. I (control) 23.96
NO.2 '" , '" 23.96
NO·3· 23.96
These last results are very consistent, and taken with those of
the first experiment show clearly that an inverting enzyme is con-
tained in the Colletotrich1l11l mycelium. also that the failure of the
second experiment to give similar results was probably clue to the
use of alumina cream, which held the invertase.
Sept. 24 25 26 27
No. T (control) ............ T9·98 T9·93 T9·93 J9·92
No. 2 •••••••••••••• 0 •••••• 20.00 [9·90 T9·7 1 T9·5 1
No. 3 ••••••••••• 0 •••••••• • 20.00 [9:9° [9·7 J 19·53
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Tn the next test the solution filtered clear from the mycelium
\\"as used without allY attempt at precipitation. though it \\":l~ feared
it might be too dilute a solution of the enzyme to give any definite
results. About 300 c. c. were taken and sucrose added to make
about a 20 per cent. solution. This was divi(t'crl into three flasks,
one of which \\"as then heated to 80° C. for a fe\\' minutes, and
served as a control. Chloroform was added as before. The re-
sults were as fo11o\\"s, the figures being grams per [00 c. c.
In the first of the second series of experiments, the clear solu-
tion in which the fungus had grown was used to try to separate
out the enzyme. Following the method of O'Sullivan and
Tompson, as described by Reynolds Green, alcohol was added
to the solution to a strength of 47 per cent. An appreciable white
precipitate was thrown down, allowed to settle, and washed with
47 per cent. alcohol. It was thought that this precipitate must be
the enzyme, as there was nothing in the original solution that
would be thrown down by alcohol of this strength. The precipi-
tate was, however, soluble only with some clifficulty in water.
The part which dissolved \vas added to two flasks of sugar solu-
tion, a third part of the same sugar solution being kept as a con-
trol. Chloroform was added to all these.
After three clays there was no falling off in any of the polari-
scope readings, proving at all events that the chioroform was a
sufficient preservative.
I t seemed' that the only possible explanation of the inaction. if
there were any secretion of invertase, must be that the alcohol
had destroyed -its inverting power. Invertase is kno\\"n to be an
extremcly delicatc enz)'me, easily injured by a number of chemi-
cals, among them alcohol, but the strength used "'as supposed to
have a minimal cf1'ect.
The next experiment was carried out in the same manner, ex-
cept that the sugar solution had the mycelium gro\\"ing in it for
fourteen instead of seven days. Great care \\"as exercised all
through, not in any way to risk destroying the enzyme. The read-
ings. were kept up for four days, during which there was no in-
verSIon.
urn 1m
~.
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Dec. 2 3 4 5
No. I (control) ............ 19.52 19.52 19.52 19-46
No. 2 .................... 19.52 19.0 7 18.87 18.65
No. 3 .................... 19.52 19.07 18.87 18.65
No. 4 .................... 19.52 18·57 18.00 17·37
No. 5 .................... 19.52 18·57 18.00 17·37
The results are seen to be even more consistent than was to be
expected. In the incubated flasks two and one-half times the
amount of sucrose was inverted as in those at 25 ° C. The ex-
periment, with the last, proves beyond any reasonable doubt that
invertase is not only contained in the mycelium of Co/letotrichlllll
but is actually secreted into the medium in which the fungus is
growing.
Summing up the results of the inversion experiments, as a
.vhole, the following statements can be made:
I. The main action of the fungus is the conversion of Sl1crose
into invert sugar.
2. The invert sugar destroyed is very small in amount. and
appears to be all levulose.
3· The inverting power of the fungus is due to the secretion
of a definite enzyme, invertase, which can be proved to he con-
tained in the mycelium, and also to be secreted into the meclia in
which the fungus is growing. .
4· . Colletotricll/{Ill invertase appears to be more delicate than
that obtained from yeast; so much so that its inverting power is
destroyed by contact with 47 per cent. ethyl alcohol. The in-
vertase is also carried clown from its solutions by alumina cream,
even when this latter is simply shaken up in the solution. A tem-
perature of 80° C. is sufficient to destroy the invertase, even in
presence of 20 per cent. sugar.
The results are thus very consistent, and show a distinct inver-
sion which must be due to invertase. The slight inversion in the
first flask may be due to small traces of the invertase not being
destroyed by the heating, or to a purely chemical inversion by the
salts present.
It was then decided to test the matter further by keeping some
of the inverting solutions at a temperature of 40° C. in an incu-
bator. If the inversion were really due to invertase the rate
should be considerably higher at the higher temperature. Five
flasks were used for this test; No. I was the control, Nos. 2 and 3
were kept as before at room temperature, while Nos. 4 and 5
were kept at 40° C. The following results were obtained:
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Fi/:. 15. Hypha of
(!olldotrichullt from n
hanging drop culture in
watcr in which no sec-
tion of elder pith was
fillSpended. In a few
cao;:~s a<: in that shdwn
in tht· f.g-ures there np-
)e.l<od t;, he no doubt
th'lt the hyphae had
hoI' edt h e i r wa)'
through the wnlls of the
empty pith cells.
OTHER ENZYMES.
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Fi/:. 1-1. Cotton fibres
illustrnting the apparent ac-
tion of Colletotrichllm on
cellulose. 'fhe fibres at the
ri/:h t are typical of those
that were left for some time
in water in which the fun-
gous 'was growing; the others
arc typieal of the Hhrl'~ in
the control flask.
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It is evident that Collctotrichum must be able to secrete some
substance which will dissolve the cellulose cell-walls of the sugar-
cane tissue, otherwise the fungus would not be able to pass from
one cell to another in the way it has been proved to do.
One or two attempts were made to try i£ the secretion of a
cellulose-dissolving enzyme could be detected in pure cultures,
~/ \11 ,,'i~(1,[, without much suc-, ,,~ [., cess. In one test,I ,'i \\", flask cultures .0£, ,: \ \ \ the £u n gus 1 n':ii \\ \\ water, containingI b e sid e s nutrient\ \ , salts and a trace o£
,. sugar, sorr.e cotton
fibres, were started.
The fungus grew
very poorly, and
was evidently un-
able to utili~e the
c e I I u los e as a
source of £0 0 d.
::\licroscopic exami-
nation of the fibres.
however, did show
a difference be-
tween s 0 mea £
those in the inocu-
lated flasks and
those in the con-
trol, where they
had been kept for
the same length of
time in the same solution. The appearance of the two sets of
fihres is shown in Fig. 14, those from the inoculated flask, on the
right, have swollen up, straightened out, and show absolutely no
structure, appearing like flat, colorless ribbons; the others show
the normal structure and twisted course of the cotton fibre.
The attempt was also made to grow the fungus in hanging-
drop cultures with a thin section of elder pith. In most cases
the hyphae seemed to avoid the cell walls of the pith, growing
along them or passing above or below them in the drop. There
were a few cases, however. where there seemed to he no doubt that
hyphae had passed through the walls, constricting as they did so;
one such case is shown in Fig. IS; here the most careful micro-
SELECTIO;-; OF CUTTINGS.
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TREATMENT.
vVakker and "Vent state that the treatment of ReJ Rot is very
difficult. This is true in the sense that it is intendeJ bv these au-
thors, namely, that the first step in the treatment of ,~ny disease
is its recognition, and as already pointed out red rot is an ex-
tremely difficult disease to recognize in minor attacks, Once,
however, the presence of a disease is recognized. and its nature
identified, red rot is one of the diseases of the sugar-cane where
treatment is most simple and likely to be most successful. The es-
sential point on which treatment is based' is the comparatively
scanty production of spores by Collctotriclzltlll.
If the general recommendations, as to the selection of sound
cuttings for planting, consistently reconll11end'ed by this Division
are thoroughly and steadily carried out, as they are on a number
of plantations, there will be little danger of a genera! outbreak of
red rot.
I have already pointed out that in epidemics or red rot the most
common method of spreading the disease is by the planting of
diseased cuttings. The outbreak described by Butler is a case in
point. \Vhen this happens the eyes may not germinate at all, or
they may produce young shoots which are soon followed up and
killed by the fungus: again the fungus may never gain the upper
hand entirely, but the canes produced will be stunted. and will
have a low sucrose content. It will be seen that. unle,;s care be
taken in seed selection, the disease may easily be ,;prcad over a
considerable area before it is known to be present.
Even when the disease has made considerable headway it is still
possible to suppress it by throwing out everything' hi.lt healthy
cuttings, Tn this we rely upon the rarity of the spores and the
dying out of any fungus in the soil. It is not suggested that the
disease can be got rid of entirely hy the first selection; there will
he cases where the cut ends are free while the other interllodes arc
diseased, and such cuttings will carryon the disease again. TIut
after a few years if every cutting showing any di,;co!,.\ration, es-
scopic examination and focusing seemed to show that hypha and
cell-wall were in one plane; many cases were seen in which I could
not be quite certain of this.
It would seem, then, that the cellulose-dissolving powers of
CelletotrichulIl are quite restricted, and are probably confined to
the tips of actively growing hyphae. There certainl}' is no abund-
ant secretion of a cytolytic enzyme.
·;;IIU1
BORER.
RESISTANT VARIETIES.
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Red rot seems to be connected with the Hawaiian Cane-borer
(Sphcllophonls obsCIl1"1lS ), just as in these Islands rind diseas~
connected with leaf-hopper. The parallel, however, is not an
exact one. .-\s I have pointed out in another bulletin,2G the leaf-
hopper not only afford's entrance to the fungus into the tissues of
the cane. hut also by its repeated attacks reduces the resistance·
of the canes. which thus become liable to the disease. The case is
different with the borer, whose tunnels merely provide points of
entry for Col!cfofrichlllJl, and whose attack does not appear to af-
fect in any way the resistant capacity of the cane.
The horer wounds form practically the only points at which
the cane can he infected from the outside. The only other wounds
which \\'0111d serve are the cracks which are sometimes found in
cane. particularly in certain varieties. Control of the borer, thus,
05 L. Lcwton- Brain: 'Rind Discasc of thc Sugar-Canc.' ibid. p. 30.
It may happen that certain varieties of cane may be so sus-
ceptible to red rot that the most careful selection of cuttings will
fail to reduce the disease to within manageable limits. Fortun-
atelv, if such a state of affairs should exist we still have a line of
treatment which is certain to be efficacious, that is, by replacing
the affected variety by others which are more resistant to the dis-
ease.
In every recorded outbreak of red rot there has been one variety
which has been severely attacked, while others growing under ap-
parently the same conditions and under the same chance of in-
fection .have remained entirely or practically free. In these
Islands, Yellow Caledonia has been proved to be resistant, and
this yariety would probably be the first one tried in the event of
such an outbreak.
vVhich line of treatment should be adopted first, will d'epGfld
upon the value of the variety attacked. If it should be a valuable
variety. greatly superior to any that are known to be resistant, it
would be better to attempt to eradicate the disease, by careful se-
lection, and possibly importing clean seed from another locality.
If the variety be not markedly superior, it might be advisable to
replace it at once by another more resistant one.
July, 1908]
pecially in the 'pith,' is thrown out, the disease should be reduced
to those cases where infection has taken place from the outside.
For a more detailed account of the selection of cuttings Bulletin
1\o. 1 of this Division should be consulted.
DESTRUCTION OF DISEASED MATERIAL.
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would mean control of external attacks of red rot, just as seed
selection will control the internal attacks.
SUMMARY.
Probably the greater part of the material attacked by red rot in
these Islands is now being destroyed unwittingly, the canes being
crushed and the megass afterwards burnt. This is as severe a
method of destruction as could be recommended, and should be
continued', even though the sugar hardly be worth extraction.
Only by some such thorough destruction of all 'borer' canes can
the continuous risk of infection be avoided.
1. Red rot of the sugar-cane stem, caused by ColletotriclI1t71~
falcatlllll, was originally described from Java; it has since been
recorded from Madras and Bombay in India, from the West
Indies, from Queensland, and it appears to be present in Mauri-
tius.
z. There is no evidence that there has ever been a severe epi-
demic of the disease in Hawaii, but what evidence there is goes
to show that occasional outbreaks are more frequent than is sus-
pected', and that these are unnoticed or are referred to 'borer.'
3. The disease has no external symptoms by which it can be
immediately recognized, and it is probable that the first indication
of an outbreak of red rot will be a noticeable falling off in the
sugar content of the cane. The internal lesions are described and
illustrated, the most characteristic appearances are white spots sur-
founded by a well-defined red border; these, however, do not al-
:¥o<lys occur. Always, it would appear, the disease is confined' to
tli~ central sweeter tissues. .
4. Colletotriclz1l1n falcat1l11l appears to reproduce somewhat in-
frequently in nature. Basidia, bearing- the one-celled colorless
conidia, are formed on small stromata; sterile setae also arise from
the stromata. In pure culture the stromata and conidia are pro-
duced abundantly. The color of the stroma varies from pale yel-
low or pink to black. The fungus gro\vs well 'on a variety of
media and apparently the same media that favor vegetative
growth, favor the production of conidia, these are, principally,
media rich in sugar. Chlamydospores are found' in nature, and
at all stages of growth in cultures; their production is more
abundant on unfavorable media.
5. The fungus is a wound parasite, and in these Islands enters
cane usually through the wounds made by borer (Splzl!lloplzorlls
obscltrlls). It may also be perpetuated by the planting of dis-
eased cuttings. The damage done will vary with the variety
SUGAR INDUSTRY IN ANTIGUA.
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Sugar has always bccn, and thcre appcars vcry Iikclihood of
it continuing to bc, thc staplc product of thc island.
\Vhcn thc Impcrial Dcpartmcnt of Agriculture was inaugurated
in 1899, thc industry was suffcring' undcr a wavc of grcat de-
pression. It had barely cmcrgcd from a fiercc struggle with the
ravages of rind fungus, a strugglc in which it is marc than likely
it could not havc survivcd had it not been for the existencc of
the Governmcnt sugar expcrimcnt station which supplicd thc
attacked; it may result in the death of the canes, but in most
cases will not affect the general nutrition of the canes, and the
damage d'one is confined to the destruction of the sucrose. This
loss may be very considerable as the analyses of diseased canes
show.
6. An extensive series of experiments has been carriecf out,
bearing on the power of the fungus to invert sucrose, the experi-
ments are fully described and a number of analyses given. The
fungus will invert nearly the whole of the sucrose in a solution,
converting it into dextrose and levulose, while very little sugar
is actually destroyed. The loss seems to fall entirely upon the
levulose. It was shown that an inverting enzyme is present in
the -mycelium, which can be extracted by grinding up the myce-
lium with quartz sand or glass. wool. This enzyme was also
proved to be secreted into the culture fluid. The invertase is
carried down from solutions by alumina crea1Jl, and appears to be
extremely sensitive to the action of alcohol, the percentage re-
quired to precipitate it being sufficient to destroy its inverting
powers.
7- The careful selection of cuttings promises to be a success-
ful treatment for red rot, provided the comparatively scanty pro-
duction of spores is maintained. If this measure fails, it is cer-
tain that the diseasc can be dcalt with bv thc introduction of re-
sistant varieties; among Hawaiian varieties, Yellow Caledonia
(White Tanna) has bcen proved by the inoculation experiments
to be quite resistant to the disease. The destruction of diseased
material, preferably by passing the cane through the mill and then
burning the megass should not be neglected.
The figures are all drawn by Mr. W. E. Chambers f:ol11 the author's
preparations. Figures 3. 4, 7, 8, 9 and: II have been previously used in
Bulletin NO.7. of this Division.
The author's.thanks are also due to Mr. J. c. de Jager for a translation
of \Vakker & vVent's article on Red Rot which is referred to in the text.
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White Transparent cane to replace the too easily attacked Bour-
1:on. Further, the existi:1g machinery for the manufacture of
sugar on estates was of such antiquated and inefficient description
that heavy losses in manufacture were the order of the day. In
addition, the market price of sugar, under the influence of con-
tinental bounties and cartels, had sunk to such a low ebb that it
was actually below the cost of production on the most economical
lines.
Under these conditions. the industry was confronted with the
prospect of immediate extinction. Th~ cry for improved methods
of manufacture was vainly raised. It was impossible to attract
sufficient capital to allow of the introduction of the central factory
system, \vith the instability of prices incident on the bOl1)lty
system.
The donation of a free grant to the industry by the Imperial
Government sufficed to boister it up for a period, but there was no
prospect of such a dole Tlaving any permanent effect.
VI/ith the prospect of the abolition of bounties, however, the in-
dustry took to itself a new lease of life, consequent on the stability
likely to be imparted to it thereby.
With this material improvement in prospects, strong efforts
were once again made to introduce the central factory process of
manufacture in place of the existing muscovado method, and these
labors were eventually crowned with success.
The year 1903 saw the first introduction of central sugar fac-
tories into Aintigna. under the governorship of Sir G. Strickland.
To assist in their erection, hro grants were made by the Im-
perial Government, one of t: 15.000 to the Antigua Sugar Factory
Company, Ltd.. which has since erected the central factory at
Gunthorpe·s. and one of £3.000 for the reconstruction on modern
lines. of the plant at Benda!'s, on the group of estates known as
Belvidere.
Both these enterprises arc now working. and the island at the
present time possesses two up-to-date factories capable of turning
out a combined output of some 6.000-7.000 tons of grey crystal
sugar. of which Gnnthorpe's is responsible for 4.000-5.000 tons,
and Benda!';;: for 2.000 tons.
I:oth factories arc bonnd by the terms of the contract under
which they received their respe'ctiYe grants from the imperial Gov-
ernment, to purchase annually, if tendered, canes grown hy peas-
ants to the amonnt of 4.500 tons in the case of Gnnthorpc·s. amI
in the case of Henda!'s 1.500 tons. The price to be paid for such
canes is fixed fortnightly according to the state of the market. by
a board appointed for the purpose by the Government. of which
the Superintendent of Agricultntre is the Chairman. UncleI' the
contract. this price must never be less than 7s. 6el. per ton.
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SL"l;.\R (".\:\1': EXI'ERT~[ENTS.
:\n ;lccollnt of ag-ricnltural cfforts in Antig-ua during- the exist-
encc of the Dcpartment of Agriculture would he incomplete with-
These factories h?-ve now been in operation for three years in
the case of Gunthorpe's, and four in the case of Bendal's, and
during that time their usefulness has been amply demonstrated.
Additional estates have come into the scheme under which the
Gunthorpe's factory is cOl~stituted, and on all sides planters are
coming to a fnll sense of appreciation of the factory system.
The scheme for the pnrchase of peasants' canes has resulted in
material benefit to the laboring classes, and although, during the
earliest stages of the existence of the factories, peasants were
somewhat slow to take advantage of the opportunities offered,
they have now been fullv realized, and both factories annuallv
jJt11:chase at the present time more than their contract amount of
snch canes.
By the estahlishment of central sugar factories in Antigna, a
degree of sti1]lilit.'" has heen imparted t,'l the .~t1gar industry which
it formerlv lacked. and there can he little doubt but that, if a con-
tinuation 'of the conditions inaugurated by the Brussels Conven-
tion were ensured. other similar factories would speedily follow.
The progre;;si\"e policy inaugurated in this way has been fol-
lowed hI' similar advances on estates themselves.
Two ~oJ1jpkte sets of steam-riloughing machinery have recently
heen introduced into the island. which bv reason of the deeper and
more thoJ"(mgh cultivation attending- th~ir usc. should greatly im-
prove spil conditions and yields on the estates concerned.
Tn addition. an important and extensive series of cultural ex-
periments has recently been started on one estate. designed to test
the relative valne of the local methods of caue cultivation as com-
pared with that of the agricultural practice of other cane-pro-
dncing conntries.
f'urtlll'rl11ore. the extensive series of cane experiments con-
troller! bv the Department of Agriculture has heen the means of
providing estate managers and owners with the possibilit.', of
readily introdncing- improved varieties of cane for trial on es-
tates. an opportunity which is largely taken advantage of. The
system under \\"hich these experiments arc carried on gives the
manager a chance of judging for himself how far the different
varieties grown arc suitable to the conditions obtaining- in the
localit\" in \vhich his own estate is situated. 1\ similar remark
applies to the mannrial experiments.
The foregoing hrief review will enable it to. be readily seen to
\I'hat a large extent the prospects of the sug-ar industry have been
impro\"ed. It ma.'· he safcl\" said that at no time during the last
l\\'Cllt\" yc;n", ha\'c the conditions of the imlustry heen more favor-
a ~ \!('.
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out some mention being made of this branch of the work which
has for years constituted one of the most important features of
departmental activity. ,
It is true that the supervision and control of sugar cane ex-
periments does not at present constitute an integral· part of the
duties of the Curator, but under the system now in vogue, where-
by the Superintendent of Agriculture has control of all depart-
mental work, it follows that no one branch of it Can be said to be
completely dissevered from any other. Further, it is contem-
plated in the future to bring the supervision of these efforts more
directly under the control of the station. '
As has been stated in an earlier portion of this report, experi-
ments with sugar cane were inaugurated at the time of the in-
stitution of the AJgricutural Department in 1889, by the local Gov-
ernment (see p. I). These experiments were carried out on the
Government experimental fields at Skerrett's 'under the super-
vision of the Government Chemist and the Superintendent of the
Boys' Reformatory continuously until 1899, when the Imperial
Departp1ent of Agriculture was instituted. During- the time of
their existence, they served a useful purpose, and the results ob-
tained were largely instrumental in tiding the sugar industry
over the great wave of depression incident on the rind fungus epi-
demic of 1895 to 1898.
Upon the inception of the Imperial Department of Agriculture,
sugar cane experiments on a much more extensive scale were in-
stituted. The plan adopted was to establish these experiments
on various estates throughout the island in cooperation with the
management, and they have been carried out during the last ten
years.-with conspicuous success. It is an essential feature of these
experiments that the canes shall be cultivated on precisely the
same lines as prevail in the ordinary cultural operations of the
estate.
At the prescnt time, there are eight experiment stations in the
island where experiments with cane varieties are carried on, and
at all these stations they are conducted both with plant cancs and
first year ratoon canes.
The various experiment stations represent the extreme range
of climatc and soil prevailing on the cane lands throughout thc
island. At each station, twcnty canc varictics are planted in ex-
perimcnt plots. Each station has a scries of h\"l'lIty plots. in
duplicatc.
It wiH be secn that undcr thesc conditions thc calle planter is
placed in the most favorable position for obscrving the growth of
thc diffcrent varicties expcrimcnted with, and for forming his
own conclusions therefrom.
The canes from thcse expcriment plots arc crushed in the ex-
pcrimcntal mill belonging to the Departmcnt, and the juice from
each plot is analyzed at the Government laboratory. Each year
SEEDLING CANES.
Attempts have frequently been made to raise seedling canes
from seed in Antigua, but, in the great majority of cases, they
have failed. It is believed that in Antigua conditiom are usually
such that cane seed is commonly infertile, owing to the exceeding
dryne~s of the climate.
Only on two occasions have cane seedlings been successfully
raised in Antigua. In 1901-2, three seedlings were raised, and
in 1902-3, some 300 were raised-on both occasions under the
hands of Mr. VV. N. Sands, then Curator of the Botanic Sta-
tion. These seedlings are still nncler experimental cultivation at
the present time, with a view to ascertaining whether any of them
are worthy of continued propagation.-Report of Department of
A:griculture, \Vest Inclies.
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a report is published dealing with the results obtained in this di-
rection during the past twelve months. These experiments re-
ceive a large amount of attention and appreciation, and each year
the interest taken in them has increased.
In addition to experiments with varieties of cane, manurial
experiments are carried out on similar lines to the variety experi-
ments. There are at present five experiment stations on estates
in Antigua devoted to the investigation of the manurial experi-
ments of the sugar cane. At present, these experiments are only
carried out on ratoon canes. Until recently, experiments were
performed both on plant and ratoon canes, but it has been demon-
strated so clearly by them that, under the cultural conditions pre-
vailing locally, a good dressing of pen manure is all-sufficient for
the needs of pla,lIt cane on moderately well cultivated land, that
it has been taken as proved that the manurial requirements of
plant cane, under the conditions prevailing in Antigua, require
no further investigation.
With regard to ratoon canes, it has been the practice in the
past to investigate their manurial requirements on plots which had
borne similar experiments when cultivated under plant cane, and
under these conditions it has been found that a moderate dress-
ing of nitrogenous artificial manure is beneficial and remunera-
tive. Since, however, it has been shown that plant canes do not
require artificial manure, it is obviously necessary to ascertain
the effect of artificial manures on ratoon canes that have not re-
ceived similar applications as plants.
Accordingly, experiments designed to investigate this point
have been recently inaugurated. It is as yet too soon to be able
to draw any definite conclusions from them, but it is anticipated
that the manurial experiments to be carried out in the next few
years should largely tend towards the investigation of this point,
and it is hoped that they will eventually yield reliable information.
SOjlIE LATJ:. THEORIES ON THE PROCESS OF
FERTILIZATIO.TIl,
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The making of experiments in agricultural lines would seem at
first thought to be comparatively easy of realization. But this is
not the experience of the farmer, who must acquire, in a small
way, year by year. the knowledge that eventually evolves the skill-
ful practitioncr. Experiments in agriculture involve so many un-
known and undeterminable factors in their results th<\t they almost
invariably Jose the character of exactness and accuracy. For ex-
ample. for many years a method had been sought which would in-
duce a larger ~'icId of sugar in sugar beets; but it was not until
Ilt1l1dreds of systematic. methodical experiments had been made,
covering the whole of France, that a means was discovered to in-
crease the saccharine richness of these vegetables.
V/e do J1(11 know the exact conditions upon which the outcome
of our attempts depend; they are numerous and complex, and it
is for this reason that often in agricultural experiments it is im-
possible to ohtain the precise results twice in succession. The
highest successes in agricultural experimentation have usually been
made I)\' those who have had recourse to the chemical laboratory.
The roie played by fertilizers, for example, has never been ~o
clearly demonstrated as by the work of M. G. Ville, in his vessels
filled with calcined sand steeped in various saline solutions.
The ideas of Liebig and of Dumas upon fertilization have been
universally admitted for a half century, until during the past few
years. through much labor of a very interesting character, many
of Ollr heliefs have gone through something- of the nature of a
revollltion. :\merican agricultural experimenters have worked
out many n(-\\' theories recently, based upon a vast nttmber of
pn}\'ed tidd and laboratory tests.
The inwsligations of the Frenchman, G. Bertrand, upon the
role played hy mang-anese salts in diastase reactions have inspired
a long series of cllltural trials, the results of which have hecn inter-
esting and sig'nificant. That these attempts have not shown per-
fect coc',rdination as yet. is to he expected. becallse of their ex-
trenie nO\'C'lr~' and the incompleteness of the experiments. Yet,
as far as they haye been carried out. they have served to make us
better acquainted with many puzzling' pi'ohlems and fnrnished ns
with hetter explanations of knO\yn facts than we had .possessed
hefore,
":\11 the rc,cks which enter into the substance of the soil arc
snsceptihlc to alteration. and their alteration is due to two pheno-
mena. disintegration an(1 decomposition." (Caycoux, Rc,'llc de
,'iticlfltlfrc, Il)05.) This is the generally accepted belief. and a
natllral onl' gained from ordinary 1lletho(ls 'of ohserving the C0111-
position of soils. But Delage and Lagatu (Delage et Lagalu,
Constitution de lao terre arable) employed in their analysis a novel
process. Fine earth, after drying and sifting, was agglomerated
with water and a species of glue and then dried. The mass then
attained the consistency of rock and it was possible to effect an
analysis by ordinary mineralogical methods. From the mass was
cut extremely thin sections (one-hundredth millimeter) which
were placed under polarized light on the stage of a microscope.
The polarizer revealed a state exactly identical ",ith that of the
primitive rock from which the soil was formed. The mineral
species were observed in a state of perfect purity, that is to say,
in the state in which they were found in the original rock. The
conclusion seemed to be that in the formation of soils there is no
decomposition of the rock, but disintegration solely. This fact
has been corroborated by the results of a 11l1mher of analyses made
in the United States by the Bureau of Soils, Department of .'\gri-
culture, and Milton \Vhitney, of the Department, thus Sl1Il1S up
the matter: "Soils are simply non-aggluttinated rock;" and
further on he says: "Soils are no more than powdered rock."
(In a conferellcc with Jlfarylalld agriculturists.)
Plants, thanks to the acid secretions of their radicals arc able
to absorb directly the insoluble mineral matter. It is an observed
fact that cultures placed in a vessel with interior ,,'alls of polished
marble has engraved upon them the intaglio image of the root-
lets of the plant. However, in practice, the soluble phosphoric
acid of the super phosphates, for example, gives results in('0m-
paraLly superior to those produced by the natural insoluble phos-
phates.
American chemists of the nureau of Soils han~ tested a great
number of soils, not onlv in the ordinary manner with hot h\'(lro-
chloric acid but by cent~'iftJO'inrr finely o~round soil in water. "They
'. b b • ~ .
recognized that the water tl1tls obtained, whate\"Cr thL' composition
or constitution of the soil always contained minute quantities of
potash and phosphorous-very little, yet sensihly present, and
more than sufficient for the nutrition of plants. .\ccording to the
experiments of Schloesing, this quantity \vas sometillles found to
be eCJual to no more than one-millionth of the total mass. How
then, explain the role of fertilizers, if. by their faculty of assimi-
lating directly from the rock clements. plants haH' always at their
disposition a sufficient quantity of mineral 1111trinlL'tll:
The soil, in addition to the rock powder and the liquids which
percolate through it, contains organic debris, and an atmosphere
different from the ordinary air, heing much richer ill carhonic
anhydride and vapor of \Yater.
It conceals a bacterial flora very rich, finding in the cnlllposition
of the atmosphere and the liquids of the soil a relllarbbly suitable
medium for the production of diataste. Taking int,) considera-
tion the complexity of the composition of the soil it was quite
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justly said by Berthelot that "the soil is a living organism." The
work performed by these living atoms is not one of the least of
the phenomena of cultivation and of growing vegetation.
Wheat, after being allowed to grow in a pot for six weeks, is
removed from the earth. If a second sowing is made in the same
soil, with seed of the same species, the development of the wheat
is inferior by half. .A:nother trial is made after having added to
the pot the ashes of the first crop. The new crop results in no
improvement. And meanwhile the soil has not been exhausted
of the elements called "fertilizers." On the contrary, by the addi-
tion of the entire first crop, after calcination, the soil in the pot
conserves its primitive fertility. It is known from other re-
searches, that the addition, even of considerable quantities of fer-
tilizer, does not alter more than to a comparatively limited extent
the contents of the soil in fertilizing material.
A great deal of our cultivated land includes as much as 4,000
kilos of phosphoric acid to the hectare, says Deherain. Berthelot
and Andre have found more than 35,000 kilos of potassa per
hectare in the utilizable part of a field. (Annales de Chill/ie et de
Physique; serie 6, t.. XV.) And we have seen that these prin-
ciples arc soluble and assimilable.
How isit then that the application of a few hundred kilos sen-
sibly increases the crop. Taking up again the old theory of Can-
dolle, the American school advances the idea that the soil is pol-
luted by thc excrements of the plants.
Jansen was unable, notwithstanding- the employment of fer-
tilizers, to make herbs grow in a soil on which certain trees had
been grown. Seeking- for an explanation of this fact, by experi-
ments in the laboratory, he found that in an artificial medium,
where he had producec( a crop of wheat, the soil became toxic for
wheat, but not for other plants. TIms fertilizers, as well as other
various agents of fertilization, plowing, harrowing- and aereation
of the soil, act by destroying the poisons or toxiilS lying in the
ground left by the preceding crop. The hypothesis appears to
be quite plausible. "vVe have not been able yet to isolate these
toxins," says :iVIilton "\iVhitney, "but we have idcntified a few."
The few that we know reveal many 'common characteristics, and
toward all of them the diastases appear to act as an anti-toxin.
Is it not possible that all fertilization, natural or artificial, exerts
its beneficial action by a diastastic action which results in the de-
strnction of the veg~tahle toxins by the anti-toxins of the bac-
teria of the soil or applied under thc form of fertilizer.
Aftcr the work ofG. Bertrand in thc matter, we know that
manganese pcrforms some part in the formation of diastase. "\Ve
call to mind the fact that this savant obtaincd varictics of diastase
synthctically by thc combination of mangancsc with organic acids,
and that the product was much marc active than thc acid radical
of the combination. and of a higher molecular weight. Now frOm
this series of experimcnts it appears that a fertilizcr with a man-
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ganese base should aid in the formation of anti-toxins by the
manufacture of diastase in the soil. Trials have been made in
Germany and France, to determine this question, and Voelker
found that sulphate of manganese would increase the weight of a
given crop, but only when applied in small quantities, about 25
kilos to the hectare. In larger applications the manganese was in-
jurious. Leow and Sawa, (RC'"tJue generale dl! Chi11lie) 1904, p.
385), in Japan, also found that manganese salts, in light dosage,
proved a stimulant of an energetic character. The plants ob-
tained from their cultures were extraordinarily rich in oxydases,
which seemed to prove the hypothesis of the investigators to be
well founded. Gregory (Revue Scientifiqlle) 19°7) employed
manganese in the 'culture of sugar beets and potatoes; while the
weight of the latter was augmented, the weight of the betts was
diminished, hut the sugar cOntent was increased.
From all the foregoing it will be realized that the whole problem
of soil action, of toxin and anti-toxin, and the role of manures and
,fertilizers is not yet fully settled; that there still remain many
problems to be investigated. In agriculture, as in other branches,
we have not Yet reduced our evidence to an exact science, and
there are yet inany facts in physical and chemical science which
must be taken up by investigators in logical order. But while we
do not know exactly the factors which influence crops nor the
mechanism which controls their action we have made great
progress in agricultural science, and the future holds excellent
promise for the days that are to come.-Translated from
"L'Ellgrais" for The American Fertilizer.
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Sugar Plantations, Cane Growers and Sugar Mills.
* ('ast)e 8: ('ooke , . • .......•. ( )
** \\1'. G. Tr\\'in lr:,; Co (8)
*** " .....•..•••.r. lIf. Dowsett ,. , ' (I)
x H. Ha"kfel,1 8: Co , (9)
*x ...........•...............••.• 1'. H. Davies & Co , .. , .. " (8)
**x .......•.•....•.....•........• C. Brewer So; Co (6)
x* , '" .. , '" . Al"xllIHler So; Bllldwin '. '" '" (6)
x** ...........•........... " ....• P. A. Sehnefer So; Co , .......••.. (2)
x*x .............................• H. 'Vaterhouse '1'J"llst Co , ...•.• (2)
tt Hiud. Rolph So; Co ' , ......•.. (2)
xx Biohop So; Co '" (1)
I::::LAND AND NAME.
OAHU.
Apokaa Sugar Co .•.. '" ••......••
Bwa Plantation 00 .
'Vaianae Co ...•.•.........•....•
'Waialua Agricultural Co .....••••.•
Kahuku. Plantation Co .....•..•..•
'Vaimanalo Sugar Co ..d .Oahu Sugar Co '" .........•
Honolulu Plantation Co......•.•..•
~aic Plantation .
MAUL
Olowalu Co ...........•.........•
Pioneer Mill Co ..............••..
"'ailuku Sugar Co .
I·Iawaiiun Commercial So; Sugar Co..
Maui Agricultural Co ..•...•.....••
Kipahulu.Sug"ar Co .
Kihei Plantation Co .
Kaeleku Plantation Co .
HAWAII.
Paauhau Sug-ar Plantation Co .
HalUakua Mill Co .
Kukaiau Plantation .
Kukaiau Mill Co .
Ookala Sugar Co ............•...•
Laupahoehoe Sugar Co .........•..
Hakalau Plantation •..........•..
Jf0110111U ::'llgar Co .
Pepeekeo Sugar Co .
Onomea Sugar Co ...........•.•..
Hilo SUg'ar Co ..•........•.....••
Hawaii lIIill Co .
'Vaiakea Mill Co .
lTawaiian Agricultural Co 0 •••
I-IlItt'hinson Sugar Plantation Co .
Union Mill Co .
Kohala Sugar Co .
Pacific SUg'ar Mill .
H onokall SUg'llr Co ..............•
Olaa Sligar Co .
Puna SUg-Ill" Co .
Halawa Plantation .
Hawi :r.rill & Plantll!.ion .
'Puako Plantation .
Niulii Sugar Mill and Plllntation .
Pl1akC'll Plantation .
Konll Sugour Co .
KAUAr.
Kilauea Sugar Plautlltion Co .
Gay & Rohinson .
Makee Sugar Co ...•............•
nroyc Farm Plantat.ion .
Lihuc Plantation Co .
Kolon Rugal' Co .
McTlr~'de Sugar Co ............•..
lTawniian Sn~ar Co .
'Vaimea Sugar Mil! Co , ..•
Kekaha SUg'ar Co .
KEY.
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xx
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x
x
x
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MANAGER.
G. I''. Renton .
G. F. Renton ........•
Pred Me)"er , .
W. W. Goodale ..•.....
Andrew Adams .
G. Chalmers ..•.......
K K. Bull .
Gcn. Ross .
S. E. Woole:· ........•
Geo. GiLb .....•.....•
L. Barkhunsell .
C. B. Wells .
P. P. Baldwin .
H. A. Baldwin .
,,\. Grol:is." .
A. J. McLeod , ..
John Chalmers .......•
James GiLL , ..
A. Lidgate ..
A. Horner .
E. lIIad'len .....•.....
W. G. Walker ........•
C. 1\IcLennan .
J. 1If. Ross ,' ..
\\"111. PulIar , .
.Tas. \VehstC'l' .
J. '1'. ]\[oil' .
,r. A. Scott ...........•
W. H. Call1phell ......•
C. C. Kellllcu,\" .
WIll. G. Og/.: ........• '
Carl 'Voitel's .
H. H. Renton , .
Geo. C. Wnlt , .
A. Ahrens , .
K. S. G.icrdl'lllll .
.r. 'Vatt. " .
.r. Atkins Wkht .
John Hind .
.Tno. C. SenrIc .
Roht. Hall. , .. , .
II. R. Br,\"'.l1t .
1'-'. B(·ott .
(;ar & HlJ})insoll .
G. l-f. Fail'chilll. .
Ed. Hl'oauhont .
V'. ,VplH'r. . .
I,. ".,.('illz!lpin1t'r .
'V. Ftnclal't .
n. H. Baldwin.
.T. Fassoth .
H. P. _"a)'e .
rrOXOLULU AGF.XTf
pOS'1'On'ICE.
Ewa
It}wa
Waianae
Waialna.
Kahuku
V'laimannlo
\Vaipahll
..i i 1'~L
Lnie
l;nhaina
Lahaina
\Vaill1ku
Pllullcne
Paia
Kipahulu
Knlpj
K:lplekn
I[amaklla
Paauilo
Kukaia.u
Paauilo
Ookala
!)apaalon
Hakalall
I[OIlO1llU
Pepeekco
Hilo
If iln
Hilo
Hil"
Pahala
Naalehu
Kohala
Kohala
KHkuihacle
II"ollol..:aa
Olaa
Kapoho
Klihaia
Kuhala
S. Kohala
){()haln
Kohala
]{Otlt\
I\:il:t\lC':l
:\.ra I..: aweli
K..alia
Lilllll~
Lihue
KlIloa
EII't'le
lIrakawl'li
\Vn illlPa
l'l'kaha
